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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Camden County College (CCC) is one of the largest, most comprehensive community colleges in New Jersey and surrounding region and is a vital
resource for transfer education, workforce training and cultural event. Its four distinct campuses in Blackwood, Camden, Cherry Hill, and
Lakeland share the common mission of providing accessible, affordable higher education and occupational study to all who can benefit.
The College ranks among the Nation's top 100 community colleges for overall associate's degree completion and among the Nation's top 10 for
associate's degree completion in education. CCC ranks among the top 100 in associate's degrees completed by African-American students,
Asian-American students and non-minority students and also ranks in the top 50 for associate's degrees completed in registered nursing, nursing
administration, nursing research and clinical nursing; health professions and related programs; and science technologies/technicians.
All who study, visit, or work at the College find comfortable, safe and attractive settings. These settings sustain a vibrant academic community
that is characterized by imaginative teaching, caring student services, energetic management and collegial discussion of diverse ideas and
opinions.
Into the future, Camden County College will continue to enhance the quality of life in Camden County and beyond by preparing students to live,
work and thrive in a global economy. The College will further fulfill its responsibility to the citizens of Camden County and New Jersey by
continuing to create a skilled and stable local workforce; encourage enlightened civic engagement; provide an avenue of social mobility; and
serve as a destination for cultural and recreational activities.
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PREFACE
The Master Plan Update 2017 represents the most current revision of the 2014 Update. This update has been created with support from the
Camden County Improvement Authority (CCIA) and the College and the plan remains consistent with the vision and goals as presented by the
original comprehensive 2001 Master Plan.
This document assesses the progress made in comparison to the 2014 Update goals. In addition, new three year goals and objectives are
proposed that are in line with the 2017 - 2020 College Strategic Plan. An annual plan assessment will be conducted to evaluate accomplishments
and to identify any required modifications of project objectives.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Camden County College (CCC) is one of the largest, most comprehensive community colleges in New Jersey. The College is a vital resource for
associate and transfer education, workforce training and cultural events. Camden County College is committed to the common mission of
providing accessible, affordable higher education and occupational study to all who can benefit.
Camden County College serves as a higher educational resource for Camden County in southern New Jersey. The College embraces its role as an
educational leader for the surrounding community through its programs and services. The College is represented by four (4) locations, which
collectively encompasses over a million square feet of building space and 315 acres of land, making it one of the largest of any community
college in New Jersey. The Blackwood Campus is located within a traditional collegiate setting and provides the majority of the College’s
programs. The Camden campus focuses on an urban mission to support economic development of the City and County through numerous
degree courses, GED Programs, workforce education and training. The William G. Rohrer Center in Cherry Hill provides academic degree
completion programs serving the northern end of Camden County. The Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC) in Lakeland is the primary
location for the fire and police training in the South Jersey area.
In order to create a strategy for future renewal, replacement and development of facilities at each location Camden County College initiated a
master planning process beginning with its 2001 Master Plan. This Plan laid out a broad based facilities vision and goals for the College after a
collective outreach for input from the community. A 2004 updated plan provided a cost estimate which further outlined specific projects and
financing requirements that were used as the underlying support helped an $83 million capital initiative to transform the Blackwood Campus in
multiple phases. As a result, the College has made great strides in improving and constructing many academic and administrative buildings,
vehicular roads and parking, pedestrian walks, and gathering spaces. In 2013 and 2014 the Master Plan was updated to incorporate the impact
of successful facilities improvements and to identify additional areas needing attention.
The 2017 Plan Update is built on the accomplishments of the prior plans and is in line with the new College mission and goals. In addition, the
Plan goals and projects are linked to other College plans and programs, in particular academic programming, enrollment initiatives, technology
plan, and the emergency plan. Last, but not least, the Plan requires tie in with the annual Budget plan.
Overall, the College’s facilities are in very good condition as a result of the implementation of the many facilities development recommendations
laid out in vision and goals of the 2001 Master plan.
CCC overcame many challenges over the past several years, many of which still exist today. In particular, the College has experienced an
extended decline in enrollment increasing the importance of improving facilities operational efficiency and accommodating new partnerships (as
another source of revenue). The College has had to address the long delayed costs of deferred maintenance. While the County has been
supportive with providing much needed funding sources for the facilities projects, this financing is limited and requires judicious planning. In
particular, most of the transformation funds have been spent. Overall, a higher level of volatility in the higher education market has made long
term planning difficult. As such, the College has continued with the practice of generating a short-term Master Plan Update (every three years)
in place of a comprehensive plan.
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A major development early in 2017 was the College entering into a shared service agreement with the Camden County Improvement Authority
(CCIA) to provide the much needed construction project expertise and facility operations management to achieve the stated goals and projects.
The project accomplishments have been significant since the Master Plan Update in 2014. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renovation and construction of the Taft Hall One Stop Student Services Center
HVAC upgrades for Truman, Washington, and Camden CTC buildings
Energy efficiency upgrades at various campuses
Implementation of a preventative maintenance plan
Numerous classroom and facilities upgrades and improvements
Renovations at Polk Hall (Cooper Family Medicine and Behavioral Health Offices)
Renovations at Jefferson Hall (Rutgers School of Health Professions)
Renovations at Truman Hall
Redesign of the Library at Wolverton Hall to student services

After undertaking an assessment of the 2014 Master Plan Update, including a review of the aforementioned projects and an evaluation of future
facilities requirements following consultation with College staff, a new 2017 Master Plan Update Goals has been developed for the next three (3)
years that is consistent with the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan:
1. Design and construct safe and aesthetic spaces for teaching and learning based on academic and workforce needs of the College
community, including partnerships
2. Demolish unusable facilities
3. Create and maintain accessible outdoor and indoor assembly areas for students and community
4. Support improvements in athletic facilities consistent with new and existing programming
5. Provide high level of technology support for academic programs and student services
6. Maintain and develop facilities in a safe, compliant (regulatory) and fiscally responsible manner, including active management of a
preventative maintenance program
7. Maintain a high-level of facilities accessibility; increase student mobility to and from the College locations
8. Develop and promote investment in sustainability, including energy efficiency improvements
9. Continue to explore public/private partnerships to assist in maximize space utilization and potential land development
10. Ensure an emergency ready infrastructure
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In line with these goals, the College’s facilities projects over the next three (3) years will focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing with the execution of the Preventative Maintenance Plan, including both the implementation of deferred maintenance projects
and regular maintenance work
Investment in infrastructure (Roosevelt, Washington roofs)
Facilities renovations to accommodate academic and athletic requirements (Lincoln Hall, Papiano Gymnasium)
Demolition of the Wilson Complex
Support the building of the Camden Joint Health Center
Upgrading of the student center facilities, including the cafeteria at the Community Center
Ongoing classroom upgrades and other teaching/learning facilities with cosmetic, wellness and technology improvements
Ongoing implementation of energy efficiency improvements, including LED lighting and energy management controls
Improving signage and wayfinding at the Blackwood and Camden Campuses
Upgrading fire and life safety systems, including the installation of an expanded emergency generator
Research the feasibility of the implementation of a permanent shuttle between campuses
Execute public/private partnerships that are synergistic to College mission
Expand on site storage capacity

The successful completion of the facilities projects is contingent on ensuring the necessary funding sources, specifically Chapter 12 funding,
County capital institutional funding, state grant funds (Go Bonds, HETI).
Due the constantly changing environment, the College continues ongoing reevaluation of project priorities in response to changing conditions.
The Master Plan will be reviewed on an annual basis to validate project plans and timing to ensure alignment with College goals.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

College Programs and Goals

Camden County College serves as a higher educational resource for Camden County in Southern New Jersey. The College embraces its role as
an educational leader for the surrounding community through its programs and services. This Master Plan Update complies with the Mission,
Vision, Values, Vision and Goals set forth in the 2017 Strategic Plan.

Mission
Camden County College is committed to the success of a diverse student body through collaborative engagement that provides high quality,
accessible and affordable education. The College is responsive to the needs of the community through continuous enhancement of its programs
and services.

Vision
Camden County College will be a gateway to opportunities for students to achieve their full potential and to meet their academic and career
goals.

Values
Camden County College provides its students with the opportunities and support they need to reach their academic goals. Faculty,
administrators and staff work together to achieve this aim, and we make a commitment to our students and each other to operate according to
basic institutional values:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic excellence
Accountability
Goal attainment
Integrity
Respect for individuals
Student-centered (focused) decision making
Student learning

Goals
• Provide accessible and affordable educational opportunities
• Foster student success through high-quality learning experiences and support services
• Respond to the needs of labor force, collaborative partners, and community members
• Develop and manage institutional resources focused on supporting student success and organizational effectiveness
INTRODUCTION
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In order to meet these goals, the College must have a Master Plan in place to create the strategy for future renewal, replacement and
development of facilities at each College campus location.
Master Plan goals for the College are:
1. Design and construct safe and aesthetic spaces for teaching and learning based on academic and workforce needs of the College
community, including partnerships
2. Demolish unusable facilities
3. Create and maintain accessible outdoor and indoor assembly areas for students and community
4. Support improvements in athletic facilities consistent with new and existing programming
5. Provide high level of technology support for academic programs and student services
6. Maintain and develop facilities in a safe, compliant (regulatory) and fiscally responsible manner, including active management of a
preventative maintenance program
7. Maintain a high-level of facilities accessibility; increase student mobility to and from the College locations
8. Develop and promote investment in sustainability, including energy efficiency improvements
9. Continue to explore public/private partnerships to assist in maximize space utilization and potential land development
10. Ensure an emergency ready infrastructure
All four (4) campus locations are currently well-positioned in meeting many of the Strategic Plan goals due to major infrastructure upgrades
associated with the original 2001 Master Plan.
Overall, the facilities of the College have improved, due to the clear vision and goals established in the 2001 Facilities Master Plan, the strong
financial commitment of the County, and the successful project management and execution by the administration.
The Blackwood campus represents a traditional collegiate setting and provides the majority of the College’s academic, certification, and
enrichment programming. The campus consists of many upgraded, new buildings and as a result of an $83 million Transformation Initiative
investment. Areas of improvement include infrastructure maintenance, upgrades/renovations to the Papiano Gym and Lincoln Hall, demolition
of the Wilson complex, continued physical and technological upgrades to classrooms, energy efficiency improvements, better signage and
wayfinding, and improved emergency management capability.
The Camden campus focuses on an urban mission to support economic development of the City and County through academic, Gateway, ABS
programs in addition to workforce education and training. The campus consists of the CTC and College Hall buildings, the former including a
parking garage. Projects include realignment of College Hall classroom and labs with the departure of the Rowan relationship and infrastructure
maintenance and improvements.
The Cherry Hill Rohrer Center provides academic and certification programs and consists of one building constructed in 2000. Future capital
projects will center on increased visibility and signage in addition to possible classroom modifications to accommodate any change to the
Center’s mission.
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The Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC) is located in Lakeland and serves the continuing education needs of local fire, police and
emergency medical services. Any future improvements will be focused in maintaining the current infrastructure.
KEY POINTS of Section 1.1:
 The Master Plan Update is consistent with the 2017 Strategic Plan.
 The conditions of the facilities have improved due to clear vision and goals.
 Ten (10) campus goals have been identified for the next three (3) years.

DREAM. LEARN.

PROSPER.
INTRODUCTION
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1.2

Campus Planning Process

Campus planning is a tool for defining the needs of a campus and how these needs may be resolved. The campus Master plan becomes a
"roadmap" for future improvements, expansion, and development of buildings and grounds. The Master Plan can also be used as a tool for
evaluating development proposals.
The beauty of a campus master plan is its flexible nature. Campus plans are created based on current needs and realities of funding sources.
With the appropriate support, especially financial, an individual project may come to the forefront. The individual project must still meet the
overall goals and mission of the College.
The three (3) key reasons for developing a campus master plan for Camden County College are summarized below:

•
•
•

Strengthen identity and image
Ensure physical development to be in line with strategic plan mission and goals
Provide a flexible framework to guide short-term and long-term physical development in concert with its academic goals

Master Planning Process
Master Plan 2001
Comprehensive plan prepared for major campus improvements. The campus planning process used a consensus building approach that
involved the stakeholders that are part of the campus. Involvement included conducting student, faculty and administrative surveys, holding
focus group sessions, and organizing a steering committee.
Achievements: 2001 – 2004

•
•
•

Blackwood preparatory projects completed.
CTC/Parking garage building completed in Camden.
Identified need for specific construction projects and financing.

Master Plan Update 2004
Specific project plans outlined in line with 2001 Master Plan and financing requirements were delineated, including creation of the $83 million
Transformation Initiative (TI).

INTRODUCTION
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Achievements: 2004 – 2008

•
•
•
•

Jefferson Hall renovated (TI).
Madison Hall renovated (TI).
Connector building constructed (TI).
Camden Conference Center constructed.

Achievements: 2008 – 2013

•
•
•
•
•

Construction of Ring Road, parking and Campus Walk at the Blackwood Campus (TI).
Assumed responsibility or Regional Emergency Training Center.
Construction of new Halpern/Science building (TI), including classroom and lab upgrades to improve space and technology use.
Planned rehabilitation of athletic fields deferred (TI).
Comprehensive energy audit completed, including need for major HVAC upgrades.

Master Plan Update 2013: New projects included in the following development of a preventative maintenance plan.
Achievements: 2013 – 2014

•
•

Helen Fuld building (new Roosevelt Hall) renovated for administrative offices.
Opportunity identified for participation in a Camden Allied Health facility.

Master Plan Update 2014: New projects included participation in the financing and construction of a Camden Allied Health facility.
Achievements: 2014 – 2017: Most of the Transformation Initiative was completed. The College entered into a new CCIA partnerships to
improve planning and execution of facilities projects and operations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completion of Taft One Stop Center (TI).
HVAC upgrades for Truman, Washington, Jefferson, and Camden CTC buildings.
Facility upgrades to support new College partnerships (Cooper Health, Rutgers Nursing, Rutgers SHP, NJCAP, and LRC).
Wolverton upgrades including reconfiguration of Library.
Implementation of a preventative maintenance plan.
Energy efficiency upgrades.
Significant classroom and facilities improvements to improve appearance, space use and access to technology.
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Master Plan Update: 2017 – 2020
The Master Plan Update 2017 is in line with the three-year College Strategic Plan. The comprehensive plan has been deferred to the future due
to the current volatility of the external and internal environment.
KEY POINTS of Section 1.2:
 Reasons for developing a campus Master Plan are identified below:




Strengthen identity and image
Ensure physical development in line with strategic plan mission and goals
Provide a flexible framework to guide short-term and long-term physical development in concert with its academic goals.

 The College master planning process can be traced back to the comprehensive 2001 Master Plan, which has been updated in 2004, 2013 and
2014.
 The Master Plan Update 2017 is in line with the College’s 2017 – 2020 Strategic Plan.

INTRODUCTION
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SECTION 2: EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1

Existing Campus Settings

Blackwood Campus
The main campus, situated in the southeast edge of Gloucester Township, New Jersey is located approximately 12 miles south of the City of
Camden and consists of about 350 acres. This large tract of land includes natural features such as a lake, creeks, woods, and wetlands. The
campus itself comprises groupings of freestanding, one to three-story structures, built over a time period ranging from 1947 to the present. This
group of buildings sits upon relatively flat and open high ground that is ringed by natural areas to the north, south, and west. The campus
property is bounded to the east by Peter Cheeseman Road, to the north by College Drive (Route 673), and to the west by Highway 42.
Residences and the Hickstown Community Park border the campus property to the south along Turnersville-Hickstown Road. Some light
industry and residential areas are situated adjacent to the campus property to the west.
The natural areas within the Blackwood campus property include a ravine formed by Holly Run Creek. Holly Run Lake lies in the ravine near the
north edge of the property. Typically, the low-lying areas to the west and south contain freshwater wetlands, bounded by the wooded slopes of
the ravine. These wetlands have been designated with a 50-foot buffer as part of a freshwater wetland area. Development is not permitted
within this zone. An area of approximately 15 acres in the southeastern portion of the Blackwood campus has been identified by the Camden
County Environmental Commission (CCEC) as a protected area. The swamp pink (Helenians balata) plant, listed as an endangered species, was
found within this area and is to be protected against detrimental conditions due to recreational activities and development; including the
introduction of increased storm water runoff into this designated area as a result of upland development. The College has dedicated almost
one hundred acres of land around the protected area as a means of assuring the safety of the endangered flora.
In addition, Camden County College owns approximately 20 acres of land located northwest of College Drive, adjacent to the Blackwood campus.
This tract of land is currently undeveloped and is characterized by second growth forest.
Blackwood is the College's largest and most comprehensive campus in terms of educational offerings, available services and range of facilities.
This comprehensive educational setting is accented with such areas of focus as the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences; Business, Computers,
and Technology; Math and Science Education; Nursing, Health Science and Human Services; and Transitional Studies Programs. As a result of
various cooperative partnerships with public school districts, private schools, colleges and universities, many buildings throughout the campus
are shared with other institutions/entities. Taft Hall has been renovated to become a One Stop Student Services Center. This fully networked
site helps make it easier for students to register, to receive academic guidance, and to apply for financial aid. Following demolition of the Wilson
building complex, the Blackwood campus will have seventeen (17) buildings of varying age and condition that provide approximately 654,000
gross square feet of used to house these programs.
Camden County College has been successfully working to consolidate buildings and services to provide a more effective and coherent
environment since the 2001 Master Plan was proposed. Based on the 2014 Master Plan Update, the College has varying scattered uses that
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contain administrative, academic, maintenance, and public and student services. Since that time, the College has moved toward more efficient
management of departmental resources and personnel by establishing program centralization by building. For instance, the Halpern Hall of the
Sciences now holds all science and health science labs whereas, in the past, labs were housed in at least three (3) different buildings.
In 2013, the Kevin G. Halpern Hall for Science and Health Education was completed, which now supports all science and health care labs that
were previously scattered between various buildings on campus. Halpern Hall provides a state-of-the-art science facility with new equipment
and technology consistent with industry standards. The building consists of 20 Science Labs, 4 Health Care Labs, 25 General Classrooms, a 28Chair Dental and Material Learning Lab. There are faculty administrative offices for each of the programs located in the building, adjacent to or
in close proximity of the classrooms and labs.
In 2015, in order to increase efficiencies and centralize all administrative functions, the College relocated the business administration offices
from the Wilson buildings to the new Roosevelt Building. In addition, during that same year, the College completed the construction to renovate
the Taft Hall Building. Taft Hall is a 40,000 square foot facility that formerly contained the Math Science and Health Care (MSHC) programs. The
renovations provide an all-inclusive “One Stop” for student services along with general classrooms.
Additional renovations to Jefferson Hall and Wolverton Library were recently completed to allow for the Wilson Center complex to be vacated.
These buildings are beyond their useful life and scheduled for demolition in 2018.

Camden Campus
The Camden campus is located in the University District of the City of Camden. This is an urban area experiencing an exciting revitalization,
driven almost entirely by the development and expansion of three educational institutions in the immediate area: 1) Rutgers University; 2)
Camden County College as well as the expansion of medical facilities spearheaded by Cooper Hospital. The Camden Campus consists of two
multi-story buildings:

•

College Hall: Constructed in the early 1990’s, at the foot of the Benjamin Franklin Bridge, providing convenient access, College Hall is a
five-story classroom and office building that occupies about half of a city block located at Cooper Street and Broadway. College Hall has
had little infrastructure changes and contains much of the original equipment that has reached or will be nearing the end of its useful life.

•

Camden Technology Center (CTC): Constructed in 2004, CTC is a technology-rich classroom building, across the street from College Hall,
with a 632-space parking facility, that serves the College and other local patrons, located above the academic and office spaces. Integrated
into the CTC is the Camden Conference Center, a full service catering center with auditorium available for private and corporate rentals.
There is also a Barnes and Noble University District Bookstore servicing students of CCC, Rutgers and Rowan.
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William G. Rohrer Center – Cherry Hill
The William G. Rohrer Center is a single-building located in a suburban environment at the heavily travelled intersection of Springdale Road and
Route 70. The two-story facility opened in 2000 and contains 12 classrooms, conference space, bookstore, cyber-café, library and administrative
space. This additional location has grown with increasing selection of curriculum offerings to better serve the Cherry Hill area and northern part
of Camden County. Given the limited number of classrooms, the construction of an addition, and improvements to the existing building
infrastructure, would be necessary to provide additional College courses and accommodate future growth. Essentially, the Center remains as
constructed in 2000 with the exception of the expanded computer labs to meet the changing needs of the community.

Regional Emergency Training Center – Lakeland, Gloucester Township
Camden County College acquired the Camden County Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC) in 2013, as another move toward centralizing
shared services with the County affiliate agencies. The RETC is located on 31 acres in the Lakeland Section of Gloucester Township. Two
structures and fire training grounds make up the developed part of the property. The main building is a conference center that houses
classroom space, an auditorium and support staff offices. Attached to the main building is a fire training garage facility. A second smaller
building on the property is the location of the College’s police academy consisting of four classrooms and support staff offices. The fire training
grounds make up the remainder of the developed RETC property, consisting of various training and storage buildings, all of which contain the
equipment and operational training facilities instrumental to the basic and continuing education of all County emergency services personnel.
The RETC is a premier training site for County fire, police and emergency medical personnel. When the College accepted management of the
County Police Academy earlier in 2013, it was a natural fit for the College to continue the centralization of the education and training needs for
the County’s emergency services personnel.
KEY POINT of Section 2.1:
 Camden County College consists of four locations: Blackwood Campus, Camden Campus, Rohrer Center in Cherry Hill, and the Regional
Emergency Training Center in Lakeland.
 College owns approximately 20 acres of land for future development.
 The Blackwood campus is the College’s most comprehensive in terms of available services and facilities.
 Wilson Complex demolition will generate further developable land.
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Blackwood Campus

College Hall – Camden Campus

Regional Emergency Training Center
RETC - Lakeland

Camden County Technology Center
(CTC) – Camden Campus

William G. Rohrer Center – Cherry Hill
Campus
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2.2

Existing Facilities Conditions

The physical condition of the facilities has improved over the years with the completion of several significant projects that addressed pastdeferred maintenance repairs and needed improvements. The College is committed to the mission and goals, which include continued
investment in its infrastructure. The older (1947 through 1970’s) buildings are in poor condition with a range of building infrastructure concerns,
including insufficient building insulation, old windows, outdated interior finishes, obsolete environmental, mechanical equipment and other
building systems. Significant efforts to improve these issues have been made and must continue for long-term use. The buildings constructed
after the mid-1980's are in fair condition and have varying conditions that should be further evaluated and potentially improved or upgraded. In
addition, the College has been working to increase storage space by consolidating useable furniture and/or disposing of old furniture and
equipment, which is no longer needed and beyond its serviceable life.
The College has been working to correct previously identified inefficiencies, replace defective building infrastructure and make improvements to
the facilities.
The following is a summarized evaluation of the areas in need of improvement for each campus/location. Although improvements have been
made in many areas, this evaluation is not considered all-inclusive as the College administration continues to assess these items:

Blackwood Campus
Physical & Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

In the last several years, over forty (40) rooms have been retrofitted with the most current technology using ELF and Perkins funding,
including data cables, LCD projectors, and touch-screens. The College will continue to update rooms as financing becomes available.
Various classrooms require improvements to provide sufficient technology resources; including electrical and technological infrastructure
upgrades to support installation of integrated video projection equipment and internet communications.
The College has made improvements to address cosmetic deficiencies for classroom, labs and bathrooms and will continue as funding
permits.
A series of HVAC system improvement projects have been completed in recent years for Truman Hall, Washington Hall, and Jefferson Hall
buildings. With continued investment in preventive maintenance work, future needs may be realized.
Additional computer labs and computer instructional facilities have been created to meet demand; however, more are needed.
Older facilities were built with limited space for faculty offices and student/faculty or student/student interaction areas. With increased
educational emphasis on collaborative and interdisciplinary efforts, it is important to have a variety of spaces to support small group
interaction. Further evaluation of the future academic needs should be done to determine appropriate changes and improvements that may
be required.
The College has worked over the past few years to create larger classrooms for the educational environment that is more modular in design,
thus permitting expansion and contraction of educational space, as needed, based on academic requirements.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The continuing education occupational skills training program has been relocated to the Blackwood campus to address the lack of dedicated
training facilities and to provide more space for both credit and continuing education programs.
Several building roofing systems have reached or are beyond their useful life and require replacement. The College is scheduled to replace
two (2) locations, Washington and Roosevelt Halls. Continuing maintenance and further evaluation campus-wide is needed to establish a
plan for future replacement.
Lincoln Hall has many infrastructure and educational-use issues related to instructional lab and art facilities. Many building elements and
mechanical equipment and systems, are in poor condition, and are beyond their serviceable life. The College is currently weighing options to
undertake significant upgrades and improvements of Lincoln Hall, following the completion of an academic study.
Although a number of buildings are supported by back-up generators, the College is looking into ways to improve its emergency readiness by
increasing the generator capacity.
The Papiano Gymnasium building was constructed in 1974. The natatorium, which was taken out of service, remains available for
repurposing.
In 2017, the basketball court was resurfaced to improve the playing surface.

Outdoor Athletic/Recreational Areas

•
•
•
•
•

The outdoor athletic/recreational facilities should be reconfigured and upgraded to support long-term use. Given the increased demand for
athletics, the program should be rejuvenated to provide activities in-line with competing community colleges. Interim improvements are
being undertaken in order to improve field conditions and quality of play that meets standards.
Both boys’ and girls’ baseball/softball fields require improvements to the play area surfaces, including proper drainage systems, irrigation
and turf restoration.
The girls’ softball field requires a dugout and fencing modifications to improve player safety and functionality that meets standards for
collegiate play.
The boys’ baseball field requires fencing modifications at the dugouts to improve player safety and functionality that meets standards for
collegiate play.
The track remains unsuitable for long-term use, does not meet regulations and should be replaced. The baseball, softball and soccer fields
have had some improvements over the years.

Campus Vehicular Parking and Circulation

•

The vehicular circulation at the Blackwood campus has been substantially improved as a result of recent projects. The projects addressed
campus entrances, circulation, transit routes and parking. Reconfiguration of the parking lots and installation of an inner campus road (Ring
Road), including a roundabout at the College Drive entrance, has made a major impact on the traffic flow travelling to and from the College.
Parking areas generally surround the academic core and are located adjacent to the new campus ring road. The majority of the parking is
currently provided by parking facilities adjacent to Peter Cheeseman Road. One large isolated parking lot adjacent to Lincoln Hall provides
some parking for the western portion of the campus.
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•
•

Polk Hall accessibility has improved with the installation of designated handicapped parking areas.
Due to a decline in enrollment, the prior recommendation of developing a multi-level parking structure at the Blackwood campus has been
deemed infeasible at this time; however, in the event enrollment improves in the coming years, this should be considered.

Camden Campus
Facilities in this location include two (2) buildings which are located on the same street, adjacent to each other. College Hall is a five-story
classroom building and the Camden Technology Center (CTC), is a technology-rich classroom building with a 632 space parking garage.
Physical & Infrastructure

•
•

College Hall and CTC have limited storage space for custodial supplies and equipment. Efforts to consolidate have been made and will
continue.
The buildings at this location currently do not have emergency generators, and although it is not required, the College is considering options
and cost implications of adding emergency power in the future to provide continuous uninterrupted services.

College Hall

•
•
•
•
•
•

The facility’s effective use of technology in the classrooms will be assessed based on current and future resources and academic needs.
The office space, classrooms, and student interaction areas will be further evaluated for improvements based on enrollment and future
needs.
Video projection equipment and integrated communications are being expanded, as funding permits, and electrical and technology
infrastructure will be replaced to accommodate this improvement as required.
Classroom resources have been improved recently and should be continued based on assessment and availability of capital funding.
Cosmetic deficiencies have been done, including painting and ceiling repairs, since the last update and should continue given available funds.
Deferred maintenance that can reduce the comfort and quality of many spaces throughout College Hall has been a challenge. The College
has been utilizing an outside service company to correct deficiencies since the last update, including HVAC controls, equipment
replacements and improvements and focuses on high priority items.

CTC

•
•

In addition to classrooms and parking garage, there is a full-service conference center, auditorium and catering hall at the ground level that
is available for private and corporate rentals.
The parking garage is situated above the occupied space of the College and the second floor deck of the structure acts as the roof to protect
the interior space of the building. The College recently made surface repairs to this level to address many leaks; however, significant
additional maintenance repairs are needed to continue to protect the interior space and to prevent damage to other structural elements of
the building and garage deck surfaces.
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•

The growth of literacy training at this location is limited substantially by the comparative lack of dedicated training facilities and the extreme
difficulty of coordinating scheduling of the same spaces over time for both for-credit and literacy training programs, additional facilities to
accommodate expansion of this program will be further evaluated.

The College has been working to improve technology and infrastructure. Recent upgrades include new backbone cabling and fiber optics to
improve bandwidth, adding wireless transmitters to improve coverage, virtualizing all servers for redundancy, computer and network upgrades.
Many pieces of audio/visual equipment have been recently replaced and will continue as funding permits.

William G. Rohrer Center
Physical & Infrastructure
•
•
•
•

•

A two-story building is on an eleven (11) acre site and was originally constructed as an advanced technology training campus for continuing
education.
There are many classrooms with computers and digital projectors, cyber café, Barnes & Noble Bookstore, and various open spaces for
students to gather and study.
Given the current enrollment status, the academic mission and use of the Rohrer Center is being re-evaluated. As a result, the additional
instructional space, computer labs and computer instructional facilities previously noted may not be appropriate at this time.
The Rohrer Center and site was originally designed and constructed with the future plan of doubling the initial space with a second building
or annex. Underground infrastructure is already in-place to accommodate the annex. Any future plans for expansion will be dependent on
academic plan evaluation and financing options.
This building has an emergency generator that provides limited power for the requisite number of lights for egress purposes in the event of a
power outage. The existing generator was installed during the original building construction and the College aims to increase the size of the
generator to provide full building power for lighting and HVAC equipment.

Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC)
In 2013, the College acquired the County Regional Emergency Training Center, which was constructed in 2006. This facility generally is in good
condition; however, recent evaluations reveal some work is needed.
Physical & Infrastructure
•
•
•
•

The Training Center is situated on 31-acres.
There are several buildings on site, including the main building, which houses classrooms, offices, a conference center and fire training
garage facility.
The fire training grounds, storage buildings, burn and smoke house, encompass the remainder of the site.
Overall, the condition of this facility is good.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A minor roof repair is scheduled for completion in 2018.
This state-of-the-art facility offers classrooms, hands-on instruction and certification courses available to police, firefighters, emergency
medical technicians and other first responders. The site houses both the Camden County College Fire Academy and the Camden County
College Police Academy.
The RETC’s environmentally safe features include a burn building, a smoke house, a self-contained breathing apparatus maze, confinedspace simulators and various props.
Other amenities, within the main building, utilized by the College, which may be rented by private- and public-sector organizations for their
own conference and training needs, include classroom space, meeting rooms, a 160-seat auditorium, a lobby art gallery and a lounge.
Capabilities include computing, remote learning and Wi-Fi as well as catering services.
The main building constructed in 2006 is in good condition; however, the College has been working to improve cosmetic deficiencies since
the building was acquired.
Building deficiencies have been identified and have been addressed with some improvements and will continue, as the future technology
changes and as available funds permit.
Various HVAC, plumbing and electrical deficiencies, as well as potential energy efficiency improvements, have been recognized and the
College has been and will continue to address them on a priority basis given available funds.
The burn and smoke houses consisting of self-contained breathing apparatus, maze, confined space simulators and various props which
require minimal maintenance and repair; however, further assessment will be done.

KEY POINTS of Section 2.2:
 Due to planned investments in infrastructure, the overall facilities conditions are good.
 Additional facilities upgrades will be required for specific buildings and locations.
 A progressive preventative maintenance program has been implemented to address facility-related deficiencies. Going forward, this effort
will have to be continued to prolong the life of buildings and associated HVAC systems.
 Future building renovations will be based on the academic requirements.
 Lincoln Hall has many infrastructure and educational-use issues and an academic study is needed.
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2.3

Partnerships

The College and Rutgers University have developed a mutually supportive relationship to expand degree completion for students. The Rutgers
University New Brunswick and Newark partnership is strong and continues to enhance the Bachelor of Science Nursing Degree program. The
Rutgers School of Health Professionals (SHP) recently transferred its Physical Therapy and Psychiatric Rehabilitation programs from Stratford to
the Blackwood campus. It is anticipated that articulation programs will be established between Rutgers SHP and the College. All these initiatives
are projected to increase lease and enrollment revenue for the College. Current programs are housed in Jefferson and Truman Halls.
The College will be part of a Joint Health Science Center being advanced by Rowan University/Rutgers Camden Board of Governors in Camden.
This center will focus on educating and training the residents of Camden in health care. Proposed programs include surgical technology, certified
nurse aide, multi-skilled technician, certified medical assistant, patient care technician and certified medical assistant.
The College has established new grant based relationships with New Jersey Child Assault Prevention (NJCAP) and the Learning Resource Center
that will result in a new stream of lease revenue, expanded shared services and new programing. These programs are based in recently
renovated Wolverton Hall.
Polk Hall was repurposed as the Cooper Family Medicine Office as a managed-care facility open to all in servicing health care needs.
Camden County College and Brookfield Academy, an alternate education school, partner to provide a "transition to college" program on the
Blackwood Campus for 11th and 12th grade students who find difficulty in succeeding in the traditional high school setting. Students take high
school and college courses during the school day and transition to Camden County College upon graduation. Classes are held in Truman Hall.
Y.A.L.E. School, serving students up to 21 years of age with social and learning disabilities, leases space on at the Cherry Hill Rohrer Center.
KEY POINT of Section 2.3:
 The College relies on major symbiotic partnerships for an important source of revenue. As such, the College has developed the necessary
facilities to house these programs.
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2.4

Open Space Network

The Blackwood campus was evaluated in terms of the campus core open space network, among the natural features of the ravine, woods, and
lake.
The Blackwood campus has an improved open space character in the academic campus core. The Campus Walk was developed as the major
pedestrian corridor diagonally connecting Jefferson Hall in the northwest to the CIM Center in the southeast. This corridor is intersected by a
series of open campus quadrangles and maintained open space between buildings. Minor corridors designated in the open spaces between
buildings help create a pedestrian network for the entire campus. Development of minor informal seating and landscaped areas would improve
the sense of welcoming for study or informal group gatherings.
Designed open spaces like these may also include elements that
unify the campus. These unifying elements include the following:
1) plantings; 2) lighting; 3) paths; 4) bollards; 5) walls; and 6) water
features. Continued development of the open space network for
the campus will reinforce a pedestrian-friendly campus
environment.
Gathering spaces for students have been addressed since 2001;
substantially expanding the areas where students can socialize.
There remains a need to continue to provide leisure and informal
recreational space both inside and out. Informal student
gathering could be enhanced by providing additional spaces
designed for non-programmed activity. The opportunity for this
type of gathering activity is important to the culture of any college
campus. The sense of college community is fortified by providing
outdoor gathering spaces for activities such as individual or group
studying, social networking, or simple relaxation between classes.
It is this sense of the College community that encourages student
connectedness to the college and, in the long term, retention of the student body.
The other campus locations, in Camden and Cherry Hill, have limited open space areas available for student activities. The College will be
considering options to improve open space at these locations.
KEY POINT of Section 2.4:
 The College has developed attractive gathering spaces on its main Blackwood campus.
 The College plans to research open space options at its other locations.
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2.5

Accessibility

An accessible campus is one that accommodates the widest range of potential uses including people with mobility, visual or auditory
impairments or other special needs. It includes not only accessible buildings but also accessible landscapes, transit, communication and
information systems.
Camden County College, as a higher education institution is considered a (Public Accommodation) under the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). Beginning on January 26, 1992, all higher education entities were to begin the process of identifying and removing barriers that are
considered “readily-achievable”. The United States Department of Justice (DOJ) requires the readily achievable removal of barriers, even if new,
accessible buildings are constructed.
The Department of Justice lists examples of readily achievable barrier removal of the following
exterior improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installing ADA compliant ramps
Making curb cuts in sidewalks and at entrances
Widening doors
Installing accessible door hardware
Creating designated accessible parking spaces
Visual strobe lights for hearing impaired or deaf individuals

Camden County College’s website describes in some detail the accessibility of various buildings
in all campus locations, so that visitors and members of the College community know what to
expect before arrival.
Each facility’s use, location, and prominence in campus life should factor into the equation when
prioritizing accessibility improvements. Priority should be placed on buildings with the highest
use by students, faculty employees and visitors.
The highest priority of these buildings for achieving barrier removal, are there with highly public functions. In particular, those one-of-a-kind
structures which serve functions that cannot readily be moved to another venue.
Examples at the Blackwood location/campus include Lincoln Hall – Dennis Flyer Memorial Theater, Taft Hall – Student Center Services,
Otto R. Mauke Community Center and Wolverton Library. Since the College’s resources are not limitless, priorities must be assessed in terms of
which barriers are eliminated first.
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Lincoln Hall has limited wheel chair accessibility due to the varying finished floor elevations. The installation of a wheelchair lift is planned and
should be incorporated into the building improvements, accordingly. Other buildings have varying levels of accessibility and will be evaluated
for updating.
The Department of Justice makes suggestions, not mandates, on which types of barriers should be addressed first. Top priority is getting all
individuals through the door utilizing physical means that are efficient and that respect the dignity of individuals with disabilities. The next
priority is providing access to public goods and services, then providing access to restrooms, followed by access to other public facilities.
According to Title III Section 4 of the ADA, a “readily achievable” barrier removal refers to one that is “easily accomplishable and able to be
carried out without much difficulty or expense.” Issues which may affect whether or not barrier removal is “readily achievable” include the cost
of the action in relation to the institution’s financial resources, number of employees, and the number and type of the institutions other
facilities.
Also, when existing buildings are renovated or new facilities are built, not only the building, but also the immediate site must be made as barrier
free as possible in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
KEY POINTS of Section 2.5:
 Accessibility by the College community to campus locations is important.
 The College has made great strides in improving accessibility.
 More work is required in this regard.
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2.6

Sustainability

Camden County College is committed to improve, to conserve and to enhance our environment by practicing sustainability while creating
healthy living through interactive learning, social involvement, and ongoing research. In the spirit of this effort, the College Board has
established a Green Initiative Program in 2010 consistent with the best sustainability practices of higher education and our colleagues at
Camden County.
The stated goals of this initiative included:
•
•
•

Exceeding the requirements of all environmental regulations.
Develop operating policies, programs, and curriculum to implement a viable environmental policy.
Ensure that College community understands and takes ownership of sustainable practices.

To further these goals, a Green Initiative Committee (Green Team) was formed from a diverse group of individuals to encourage active
participation from all facets of the College in the active pursuit of sustainability.
Green Initiative accomplishments include: campus-wide recycling program, switch to green certified cleaning products, reduced fare passes for
public transportation, construction of a campus greenhouse, increased campus tree planting and landscaping, Earth Day celebration and
activities, use of document imaging to reduce reliance of paper files and the review of all construction projects to encourage discussion of
alternate material/methods with the focus of reducing the carbon footprint of the College.
Transformation projects since 2004 have brought many energy savings and environmentally friendly changes to the (4) four location of Camden
County College. These projects led to the upgrading of older buildings, roads, grounds, infrastructure, and mechanical systems, resulting in
adding new square footage to the campuses both inside and out. These projects have all had a focus on sustainability, for instance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All of exterior parking lot and roadway lighting has been replaced with high efficiency LED lighting and put on a timer, with a projected
energy savings of 70%
Materials from asphalt and concrete paving to metal scrap are all recycled reducing solid waste disposal significantly
Replacement of an aging, energy wasting electrical infrastructure with a modern energy efficient electrical system
Inviting outdoor leisure areas are designated to provide recreation space while raising appreciation of our natural environments. The
exterior plantings around campus are drought resistant and low maintenance native species
An additional transportation hub was created to promote convenient use public transportation
All building retrofits, updates and reconstructions include energy management systems such as automatic heat setbacks and motion
detection light switches
High-voltage electrical service replaced the original overhead service
These energy management initiatives reduce lighting and HVAC energy consumption
Commitment to the purchase of renewable, reusable, recycled material
Electric Charging Stations to provide convenience to visitors.
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With the construction of the New Science and Classroom Building (Halpern Hall) in 2013, It was determined that the goal was to create a building
using processes that are environmentally responsible and resource-efficient throughout the building’s life-cycle and work to achieve a minimum
of a Silver LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification. Upon completion of the project the building received Gold status.
The College continues to implement energy conservation measures and green design applications in all renovations, retrofits and reconstruction
projects where possible.
The 2014 Campus Master Plan Update provided the College with the opportunity to further develop its green initiatives and support sustainable
energy efforts. Implicit in the plan was the goal of promoting environmental stewardship and reducing the College’s carbon footprint. The
Campus Master Plan 2017 will bring the College innovative and sustainable buildings and landscapes designed to serve today’s generation while
respecting the needs of future generations.
As part of our sustainability initiative, the following 2017 Energy Management Plan for each location (campuses) contains initiatives of
sustainable design shared with the Camden County Sustainable Plan for 2018. The overall organization of the campus plans is rooted in
sustainable design principles.
The Key Sustainability Goals for the College for the 2017 Update Master Plan are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commitments: Sustainable policies and commitments by board, faculty, staff and students.
Climate Change & Energy: Energy efficiency, conservation, emission reduction renewal energy usage
Green Building: Campus-wide green building guidelines and designs for new and existing structures
Food & Recycling: Sustainable dining service policies, including recycling
Student Engagement: Student participation in sustainability initiatives
Transportation: Support alternative transportation for College community
Community: Establish partnerships to promote sustainability
Outreach: Promote sustainable practices

KEY POINTS of Section 2.6:
 The College has a strong multi-faceted record of embracing sustainable practices.
 The College works closely with its Camden County Sustainability partners.
 Going forward, the College is committed to promoting and implementing sustainable initiatives.
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2.7

Signage and Wayfinding

Signage on Camden County College’s locations/campuses should be used to orient visitor inclusive of service vehicles for college/educational
purposes. It should be simple, purposeful and provide visual communications.
As a result of the completion of several building projects over the past years, many interior directional and room identification signs have been
changed or added. There are many styles with different features throughout the campuses. Collectively, the method, of providing information
and direction, is inconsistent and a uniformed standard should be implemented. In addition, recent changes to the existing vehicular signage
system around the perimeter ring road, is not coordinated throughout the campus. Vehicular-scaled signage should be considered and the
following are recommendations for implementation:

Blackwood
•

•
•
•
•
•

Install an electronic digital sign at the primary intersection near the main entrance at Peter
Cheeseman Road and College Drive to replace the existing masonry sign, which is not
visible. This is being done in 2018 to capture the attention of motorists traveling in each
direction and the digital sign will have the added feature of providing information that can
be changed from a remote computer work station.
Install digital signage at other locations to be strategically placed for maximum efficiency.
Improve signage at vehicular intersections throughout the entire campus perimeter ring
roads, and parking lots, with directions to parking lots and service areas.
Improve identification signage for educational facilities, perpendicular to Ring Road should
lead you to inner pedestrian campus walk and then on paths to the various buildings.
Develop wayfinding system and replace all interior building signage to standard style and
modify existing system to simplify directions
All signage should be clear, visible when driving and meet accessibility standards.

Digital Sign

William G. Rohrer Center – Cherry Hill
•
•

Improve visibility by installing an electronic digital sign at the intersection of Springdale
Road and NJSH Route 70. This is expected to be implemented in 2018. This signage will be designed and installed so motorists passing in
either direction can identify the College as well as obtain College information.
Improve vehicular instruction throughout the entire campus to clarify directions to and from buildings, parking lots, service areas and
pedestrian entrances to eliminate confusion.
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General Pedestrian Signage
•

All campuses should include scaled wayfinding graphics and signage for campus maps, building directories, pedestrian entrance to named
buildings, parking facilities, service areas, at intersections of roads and sidewalks. The signage style and appearance should be uniformed
and legible from both a standing position and from a wheelchair. Currently, the existing campus map, located on the north-end of the
Blackwood campus, is a covered kiosk, which should be brought up-to-date. Additional maps should be considered at strategic locations at
all campuses.

General Building Identification
•

Small buildings that welcome the public should be better identified from distances as you walk the pedestrian sidewalks. The current
building signage is somewhat inconsistent and understated. The signage should be re-elevated by boldness, information, consistency and
visibility.

ADA Signage
•
•

This should include signs indicating handicap parking, accessible drop off and pick-up zones, and signage at major entrances to buildings.
The design and quality of the signage should communicate the character of the College and meet all applicable standards.

KEY POINTS of Section 2.7:

 All signage and systems throughout each facility requires an evaluation and should be consistent with regard to design, organization,
visibility and placement.

 Electronic digital signage is being implemented to improve the College’s visibility.
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SECTION 3: MASTER PLAN UPDATE 2017
3.1

In Keeping with the Strategic Plan

In keeping with the 2017 Camden County College Strategic Plan, this Master Plan Update has laid out the following goals for 2018 - 2020:
1. Design and construct safe and aesthetic spaces for teaching and learning based on academic and workforce needs of the College
community, including partnerships
2. Demolish unusable facilities
3. Create and maintain accessible outdoor and indoor assembly areas for students and community
4. Support improvements in athletic facilities consistent with new and existing programming
5. Provide high level of technology support for academic programs and student services
6. Maintain and develop facilities in a safe, compliant (regulatory) and fiscally responsible manner, including active management of a
preventative maintenance program
7. Maintain a high-level of facilities accessibility; increase student mobility to and from the College locations
8. Develop and promote investment in sustainability, including energy efficiency improvements
9. Continue to explore public/private partnerships to assist in maximize space utilization and potential land development
10. Ensure an emergency ready infrastructure
This update is broken down into three (3) major categories to include recommendations for improvements that support the mission and goals of
the College: 1) Roads and Grounds: 2) Facility Demolition; and 3) New Construction Facility Requirements. The 2017 Master Plan Update will
explain the improvements for each category, provide an explanation of the work, provide a comparison of the work completed to date and
describe future work to be completed with estimated budget costs to achieve the goals. It is the College’s goal to develop new partnerships with
other four (4) year institutions and private partners and, therefore, have included future potential perimeter development options that can be
implemented for growth.
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3.2

Road and Grounds

Blackwood Campus
2001 Plan Evolution
The completed plan included a compact arrangement of buildings and internally-focused green space. The major goals of the plan included
improving the character and identity of the campus, student/faculty resources, efficiency and safety of pedestrian and vehicular circulation.
Vehicular circulation and parking, in terms of gateways, main entrance drives, internal circulation and parking areas, were analyzed to determine
potential issues requiring attention. The problems identified included the campus entries and unsafe driving conditions, placement of parking
lots and circulation patterns of internal roads. Suggestions included providing a continuous internal road and more evenly distributed parking to
allow better accessibility, improved line of sight, pedestrian safety and a more welcoming campus.
To improve the overall character of the Campus, the plan recommended adding gathering spaces for students and non-programmed activity to
add culture to the College campus including: individual and group studying, social networking, and relaxation areas when between classes. The
creation of a major pedestrian corridor that runs completely through the campus was suggested to include a tree-lined promenade style feature
that would knit together the campus create campus unity.
Urban Village Perimeter Plan
The plan included an opportunity for an age-restricted residential village on the property, including various use classifications.
Athletic Areas / Athletic Village
The track, soccer fields, basketball courts and tennis courts were deemed as unsuitable for long-term use.
The plan highlights future athletic and recreational opportunities, including several soccer fields, a track and field, softball and baseball
diamonds, tennis courts and an athletic recreation center. The sports and recreational perimeter plan focuses on the development of a sports
center to serve both the College and the community. At that time, the College was considering a public/private partnership for a communitybased athletic and recreational sports center that never came to fruition.
Improvements Completed 2001 to Present

•

Partial restoration of soccer, baseball and softball fields.

•

Construction of the State Highway Route 42 Exit 7B interchange. The College worked closely with Camden County to develop and construct
a four-way “smart interchange” to and from State Highway Route 42, which created a direct access to the front door of Camden County
College. As a result of this project, the College benefitted by now having a scenic, convenient, safe and easy access to and from Route 42.
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•

Ring Road Projects consisted of three (3) phases to primarily address issues identified with vehicle circulation and pedestrian traffic,
improved site lighting throughout, and repair and replacement of underground piping and utilities.

•

Phase 1, consisted of new primary electrical services starting at Peter Cheeseman Road to a series of underground manholes strategically
placed throughout the College campus installed to prevent frequent damage that occurred during severe weather causing power outages on
the campus.

•

Phase 2A, consisted of a new roadway that connected Peter Cheeseman Road to Roosevelt Drive at the south side of the campus. This was
the first piece of road to be later connected to the proposed ring road. The major benefit of constructing this piece of road was to provide
access to inner campus buildings while the future Phase 2B Ring Road construction was taking place. This project involved redevelopment of
the existing property, installation of new underground utilities, and storm water systems, and domestic water main extension. Old town site
lighting fixtures were installed along the road and parking lots.

•

Phase 2B, the campus Ring Road was formed around the perimeter of the campus and
connected to the various parking lots. The road was formed utilizing existing roads that were
reconstructed and new roads developed in the available open space. The following is a
breakdown of improvements that were completed in the project:


Way Finding System - Designed and constructed for the Ring Road, parking lots,
walkways and all exteriors of the buildings on the Blackwood campus.



New Parking Lot – Modified 550 parking spaces with site lighting, curbing, sidewalks, and
a conduit system for wiring new and future emergency phone and security cameras, and
drainage systems.



DEP Storm Water Compliance - Construction of proper parking, drainage and roads surrounding the Physical Plant/Maintenance Garage
area and track areas, remove existing deteriorated tennis courts and reconstruct storm drainage outfall system and repairs as required to
accommodate improvements.



Entryway Redesign - Landscape treatments and overall entrance design enhancements to improve the attractiveness of four College
entrances on Peter Cheeseman Road and one entrance on College Drive. Large precast entry signs, lighting, landscaping and streetscaping.



Campus-wide Landscape Plan - Enhancement to the overall appearance of the campus through improved landscape treatments; where
appropriate, streetscape treatments along pedestrian walkways, lighting and emergency phones.
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•



Science Building Parking - The construction of a new parking lot (150
spaces) to serve the faculty, staff and patients of the new Science
Building with lighting, curbing, sidewalks and a drainage system.



Repair and Reconfigure Existing Parking Area - The repair of 10 existing
parking lots and drainage system repairs. The renovated parking lots
included concrete sidewalks, lighting and concrete curbing from
Roosevelt Hall to Jefferson Hall.



Campus Walk - The extension of the existing Campus Walk from the
Wolverton Library to the CIM Center from Roosevelt Hall to Jefferson
Hall. The walk includes decorative paving, landscape, lighting and
emergency phones.



CIM Center Front Entrance Reconstruction – Entrance improvements,
Campus Walk
pedestrian sidewalks, steps, ramps, and landscape features have been
redesigned and replaced. The design replaced retaining walls and deteriorating flower boxes with open spaces, sidewalk, seating areas,
grading, plantings, lighting fixtures, and parking lot modifications that were coordinated during the Taft Hall renovation project. These
improvements complemented the developed campus theme, provided a better appearance and safer condition for pedestrians.



Electronic Score Board at Softball Field - Score board and electrical service as well as construction of a foundation and support structure
was installed at the softball field.

Wetlands Crossing/Washington Drive Culvert Reconstruction





The Washington Drive culvert/bridge was reconstructed due to failure of the corrugated metal pipe causing the asphalt paving to
collapse. The completed project included installation of a new pre-cast concrete culvert and the widening of the roadway over the
stream to improve both access to the College and pedestrian safety. Simultaneously, the Holy Run Dam, adjacent to the crossing, was
upgraded with an improved concrete weir and pedestrian crossing.
The wetlands crossing project involved the construction of a concrete bridge and extension of Roosevelt Drive across a segment of the
Holly Run stream. Approval was granted by the Environmental Protection Agency allowing the College to cross the designated wetlands
areas in order to connect other land belonging to the College. This land was recommended for future development.
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Future Improvement/Development Opportunities
Landscaping
Continue campus wide landscaping improvements to include; Manicured gardens throughout the campus, surrounding the buildings and at the
entry drives, additional trees, shrubs and plantings to be added throughout the campus with the purpose of increasing seasonal interest and
beautification, create park like settings with manicured central lawns, increase interest and function with enclaves that include planters and
seating.
Reconstruct Adams Parking Lot
If a decision is made to demolish Adams Hall and remove the temporary trailers, the parking lot reconstruction will involve the installation of
underground storm systems, new paving and parking configurations, line striping, signage, and site-lighting. The intended benefit will be to
improve surface water management, further increase the number of parking spaces on-campus as well as improve vehicular and pedestrian
safety.
Miscellaneous Site Enhancements

•

Partial Softball Field Dugout - Fence and dugout modifications, new slab, wall and roof construction and minor ceiling lighting at the softball
fields.



Digital Sign - A 180 square foot digital monument sign will be constructed at the intersection of College Drive and Peter Cheeseman Road.
Landscaping will be done around the sign in keeping with the beautification taking place on the campus.



Electronic Score Board at Softball Field - Score board and electrical service as well as construction of a foundation and support structure will
be installed at the softball field.



Holly Run Park - Will require minor survey of existing features; curb line and location of steep slopes. Grading and layout of park amenities
to include landscaping, lighting, seating areas, gazebo and outdoor amphitheater.



Bridge Guardrail Fencing – Extend the current cast stone pillar and metal fence configuration over the new Washington Drive culvert
integrating same into the Holly Run park development providing lighting and pedestrian safety improvement while creating an inviting
waterfront setting around Holly Run Lake.
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Infrastructure Improvements
In preparation for continued development within and adjacent to the academic core, the extension and further development of various
underground utilities including:

•

Underground storm pipe systems, sanitary sewer piping systems, water, gas, technology infrastructure and electrical services

•

Completion of site lighting to correspond with current plan will be required and expansion of the security backbone through integration of
the emergency communication and CCTV systems

Traffic Control Device
The installation of a traffic control device, at the south entrance of the Blackwood campus on Peter Cheeseman Road, to address site issues, was
not implemented. This road permits right turn exits only and, therefore, complicates vehicular movement exiting the campus during high volume
periods. A traffic control device would permit easy and safe exiting of vehicles while incorporating warning devices for northbound traffic where
line-of-site issues restrict the driver’s view.
Campus Land Use and Subdivision Plan
A preliminary land use plan was completed in 2008. The plan was used to prepare applications to the NJ Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
for the development of an access road and wetlands crossing permits necessary to access the College’s perimeter properties targeted for
development. The plan outlined potential development properties adjacent to the Blackwood campus. The scope of work included potential
subdivisions addressing likely viability for lease and development prospective. The next phase will include professional planning services and
bidding for development companies to assist in creation of public/private partnership potentials and establishment of long-term goals.
Urban Village
As Camden County College’s concepts evolved to meet ever changing demands, the perspective of an urban village has developed into potential
on-campus dormitory space. The potential demands for housing by international and other students creates incentive to further explore
public/private partnership opportunities to build mixed-use housing/retail space on the development zones within the Blackwood campus
perimeter. The College has recently met with developers to evaluate the conditions and terms associated with a public/private relationship. No
further action has transpired. Additional research and evaluation needs to be done. The College should continue to pursue and evaluate the
possibilities of further developing a mixed-use housing project and private/public partnerships and the impact it may have on future academics
at the College.
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Athletic Areas / Athletic Village
The College is pursuing expansion of the athletic programs. In order to compete with other local colleges, Camden County College is looking to
expand athletic programs requiring continued development of improved facilities that would enhance athlete recruitment. Programs that are
being considered for inclusion and/or expansion are tennis, track and field, soccer, baseball and softball, which will require upgrades and
improvements to the current fields.
It is recommended that the College consider development of a soccer/track and field facility with increased spectator seating. The construction of
a modern artificial turf soccer field, which would permit year-round use, surrounded by a 6-8 lane collegiate track lanes with adjacent field event
facilities to increase recruitment, spectator attendance and rental potential to generate income. Proper planning could incorporate a softball field
into the soccer facility, thereby opening the current softball field footprint for a field house, practice fields, additional parking or a new
athletic/academic building. The versatility of an artificial turf field would also permit the College to offer additional popular athletic programs
such as lacrosse, rugby, flag football and field hockey at a minimal investment since the single field can be easily transitioned into any number of
field layouts on the same footprint without the maintenance issues of a grass field.
Camden/Blackwood Shuttle
Beginning the Spring Term of 2018, the College is launching a pilot shuttle program between Camden and Blackwood to promote student mobility
between these campuses at no cost to the students. Depending on the volume of student ridership and impact on registration, this program may
become permanent.
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Camden Campus
2001 Plan Evolution
Campus development and potential expansion areas were identified to include new academic buildings, open space facilities and stronger
pedestrian corridors. Development on parcels south of the campus along Cooper Street included uses that ultimately support the campus such
as housing and retail.
Improvements Completed 2001 to Present
In 2004, the College completed the construction of the Camden Technology Center, an eight (8)
story building that included nine (9) state-of-the-art “smart” learning spaces, an E-Village
computer lab, conference rooms, a 621-space indoor parking garage, the University District
bookstore and a cyber café. The CTC is the City’s major training facility for technology-driven
careers in health, business and computer fields. In 2007, a 7,000 square foot space at the
ground level was renovated to create a conference center.
Future Improvement/Development Opportunities

•

Pedestrian safety has become a concern since the construction of the CTC has created a
steady pedestrian crossing of Broadway. Students seldom use the intersection cross walk
thus creating a need to develop enhanced safety devices or procedures between campus
buildings on this section of Broadway such as a raised pedestrian speed dampening table and lighted warning devices.

•

Due to a recent, unforeseen danger, a project involving the relocation of the building’s main electrical transformer and power service was
completed. In addition, during the course of the project, additional deteriorated power breakers were discovered and require replacement.
This is planned to be completed in 2018. Furthermore, site work repairs are required as well as subsurface remediation to restore the
landscape must be addressed.

•

Beginning the Spring Term of 2018, the College is launching a pilot shuttle program between Camden and Blackwood to promote student
mobility between these campuses at no cost to the students. Depending on the volume of student ridership and impact on registration, this
program may become permanent.

William G. Rohrer Center – Cherry Hill
2001 Plan Evolution
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Since it was built, Rohrer Center has been determined to be the location of an addition or second building to better serve the Cherry Hill or
northern County area communities. As part of that proposal, enhanced open space development was recommended to further beautify the
property and create an enhanced campus setting over the present business park appearance. The College administrators are evaluating the
academic mission and use of the Center given its current enrollment status.
Improvements Completed 2001 to Present
Other than routine care and minor cosmetic improvements, the Rohrer Campus has
remained essentially untouched since its construction.
As a result of recent HVAC system evaluations, some deficiencies have been identified.
However, the College has been working to address them based on priority and available
funding.
Safety concerns regarding the exiting from the site onto the adjacent Springdale Road
should be addressed. The access way is currently designated as “exit only” because it is
too close to the main entrance.
Future Improvement/Development Opportunities

•

Completion of a Rohrer and Springdale Road access redesign would improve safety and ease of traffic movement on and around the Center.
This will potentially increase enrollment and reduce driver frustration. This project should be completed as soon as funding can be
allocated.

•

In the event an academic assessment reveals the need for future expansion of the current facility, additional site work modifications will
need to be taken into consideration.

Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC)
Improvements Completed 2012 to Present

•

Shortly after the College acquired this complex, they recognized the need to dress up the front entrance to improve the “curbside appear.”
The project included removal and replacement of unsightly paving, poorly planned landscaping, and inadequate lighting. The intent for this
improvement will improve pedestrian circulation, access to the academy as well as providing a professional appearance and approach to a
building used for this purpose.

•

Minor enhancements such as removing over grown shrubs along with improved landscape maintenance has improved the appearance of the
property were also completed.
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Future Improvement/Development Opportunities

•

RETC Police Academy Entrance

•

Repaving of Fire Training Facility



•

The asphalt paving on the fire training grounds are severely deteriorated and in need of replacement. If left unaddressed, this will
create an increasing and ultimately unsafe condition for pedestrian and vehicular movement especially considering the main vehicle use
in this area is heavy equipment.

Emergency Vehicle Operation Course (EVOC) Driving Pad


In response to a need for vehicle testing and safety course operation sites, the College should consider developing a professional driving
pad that would improve emergency personnel training and become a potential for site rental that generates revenue for commercial
trainers. All emergency services personnel must be trained and, in some cases, certified in emergency vehicle operations and defensive
driving. In addition, there are numerous civilian courses that are in constant need of vehicle testing and safety course operation sites.
There appears to be ample undeveloped property at the RETC. A preliminary evaluation could reveal the possibilities.
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3.3

Facility Demolition

Blackwood Campus
2001 Plan
The 2001 plan described the original seminary buildings in various uncomplimentary ways. All buildings built prior to 1970 [Adams Hall, Animal
Science Barn, Holly Run Manor (formerly known as the President’s Residence), Lincoln Hall, Washington Hall (which contained the Optical
Center), Roosevelt Hall (now called Wilson Annex) and the three (3) Wilson
Buildings] were all designated as in poor condition. With the exception of
Jefferson Hall, all other pre-1970 era buildings were recommended for
demolition mainly due to:
• Substantially deferred maintenance needs leading to excessive structural
damage
•

Old, obsolete and failing mechanical equipment and systems

•

Building layouts not conducive to current needs of the institution

•

Remediation would be more costly than demolition and replacement

•

The spatial configurations of the original seminary buildings do not
adequately support the structure of any unit’s client-service needs

Demolition Completed 2001 to Present
Per the 2001 Master Plan, the following buildings were removed to
accommodate future projects:
•

Holly Run Manor (formerly the President’s Residence) was no longer required and removed. The site was graded and seeded and is ready
for future development.

•

Washington Hall and former Optical Clinic was situated at the College Drive entrance and was removed during the Route 42 interchange
construction. The site was graded, seeded and ready for future development.
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•

Lincoln Hall was earmarked for demolition in the 2001 Master Plan; however, due to the need to continue the program and costly
alternatives to relocate, the building remains in service. Given the significant issues that exist today, the College is assessing the cost
difference of renovating the building versus tear down and building new.

Future Improvement/Development Opportunities

•

Adams Hall - The 2001 plan recommended demolition of Adams Hall and the trailers.
However, this did not happen due to budget constraints during the Ring Road
projects. It was repurposed to become the Wrestling Program facility. The College
is currently evaluating the Athletics Program to consider an up-to-date facility that
would include the Wresting Program. Therefore, plans for this building are to be
determined. The trailers remain to be utilized for storage, Mainstage and 4H
Programs.

•

Wilson East, Wilson Center, Wilson West and Wilson Annex (Proposed March 2018) - The
College has been working over the past years to vacate the Wilson Complex in preparation
for demolition, which is planned to be done in 2018. The demolition of these buildings will
provide for future development. With the creation of this open space, the College can
consider, in future plans, to design and build a cornerstone facility that would establish a
north campus and campus gateway. This space permits the College to engage in discussions
with four year institutions of higher learning to join together in collaborative efforts that
would promote on campus four-year programs for Allied Health, Engineering and numerous
other programs.
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3.4

New Construction Facility Requirements

Blackwood Campus
Given the current decrease in student enrollment and lack of sufficient funds to obtain a professional academic assessment, it is challenging to
determine precisely the needs for the future facilities. Based on recent historical data and the future goals established in the Strategic Plan,
the projections below focus on the existing space to be developed for each campus:

•
•

Space deficiencies

•

Replacement space

Projected growth/development

The assessment of existing facilities and the ability to support the current program and current enrollment resulted in identifying an estimated
current space need of between 10 and 15 percent of the total existing facility space.
A review of the growth potential of each of the four academic campuses yielded an additional overall average growth of ten percent. Another
potential growth impact may result simply from additional students attracted by virtue of the improvements made to physical facilities, campus
amenities, and the quality of the campus environment that result from the implementation of improvement identified in the 2001 Master Plan
effort.
Future Improvements/Development Opportunities

•

Lincoln Hall Annex
Lincoln Hall is a 41,504 square foot building, one-story brick structure, built in 1954 and expanded in 1994. The building contains a 600-seat
theatre, theatre workshop, dressing rooms, prop and costume storage areas, dance studio, ceramics and pottery classroom studios,
sculpture classroom studio, drawing/painting classroom studio, music and sound recording classroom studios, photography classroom and
associated developing room, general classrooms and offices.
The older sections of the building require restoration as it has been altered many times since originally constructed in its original form and in
poor condition. The building has significant problems and the older sections are in poor condition and require major renovations. Many
features have of the building infrastructure have significantly deteriorated and the building as it functions is no longer efficient and lacks the
character and appearance, diminishing the image of the College. The lack of accessibility between the different levels limits the Colleges
ability to provide reasonable accommodations.
The limited upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work over the years makes the building
functional however given the layout of the building it is inefficient for use per today’s standards and requirements. This project would
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consist of the complete replacement of all of the existing HVAC equipment that supports the aforementioned spaces and the entirety of the
building. The existing HVAC systems are a mix of water source heat pumps and unit ventilators, six (6) modular boilers, a roof-mounted
cooling tower, a packaged roof top unit with an integral refrigerant based cooling package and gas fired heat exchangers, hydronic pumps,
roof-mounted exhaust fans and an outdated electronic Building Automation System (BAS). A majority of the existing ductwork is internally
lined and also requires replacement. There are also architectural, electrical and structural modifications required facilitating the installation
of the new equipment.
The project would incorporate energy cost saving upgrades to take advantage of opportunities to maintain or reduce operating costs.

•

Papiano Gymnasium
The Papiano Gymnasium is a single story steel and masonry structure with a brick veneer and is approximately 40,000 SF. The building was
constructed in 1974 as a gymnasium / Natatorium with offices, locker rooms and supporting classrooms. The building contains a basketball
court/gym, fitness center, weight room, swimming pool, shower/locker rooms, a handball court, classrooms, equipment storage, athletic
department offices and other support areas.
The Natatorium was in operation until 2003 at which time was taken out of service due to concerns related to the integrity of the masonry
walls around the pool. Following several inspections from structural engineers the facility was deemed safe to reopen however given the
extraordinary expense involved with maintaining the pool and to make the repairs the College opted to keep the pool out of service and it
never reopened. Today it is being used for storage. This section of the building approximately 14,000sf and is available and can be
repurposed for other uses.
In an effort to develop new programs and provide new opportunities to the community and others the College proposes to utilize this space
and convert into a community fitness and athletic learning center. The plan involves alterations to the 14,000sf area of the natatorium at the
North side of the building into a multipurpose auxiliary area. This area consists of the natatorium, offices, locker rooms, classrooms and a
common hallway/corridor that separates the gymnasium and natatorium. The Hallway creates the perfect divide between the College gym
activities and proposed auxiliary space which can be utilized for various outside venues.
The new program will feature combination of fitness classes, workout options, and learning opportunities you won’t find in retail gyms and
will be a place that houses exercise equipment for the purpose of physical exercise. The proposed project consists of alterations and
improvements to the overall facility building. The building will undergo substantial alterations and improvements, including a new grand
entrance to distinguish the fitness center presence on campus.
General Building renovations including; toilet rooms with new fixtures to conform to current accessibility standards, interior finishes
improvements, and space reallocation.
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All existing plumbing systems related to the pool and adjacent locker rooms will be demolished and all existing piping, fixtures, etc. are
anticipated to be removed and replaced as required due to age and as required to accommodate the new plan.
The existing HVAC are in poor condition and beyond its useful life, and requires replacement. The project involves replacement and
improvements of the various building systems including; HVAC equipment, electrical service and power distribution, lighting installations,
egress illumination, mass notification/fire alarm, security systems, telephone and Data Backbone.

•

Community Center/Cafeteria
The College is considering upgrading the Cafeteria and the immediate area within the Community Center to provide a student center
experience. Improvements may include a new space layout, lighting, digital displays, furniture and cafeteria equipment.

•

HVAC Improvements & Deficiency Upgrades
Many HVAC deficiencies have been identified throughout the campus. The College has been working to address these problems in priority
order and will continue as funding permits.

•

Energy Efficiency
The College is currently working with the Camden County Improvement Authority (CCIA) to assess each campus facility to identify potential
energy efficient measures that could be implemented.

•

Urban Village
Further explore public/private partnership opportunities to building mixed-use housing/retail space on the development zones with the
Blackwood campus

Due to declining enrollments and budgetary constraints, the following previously proposed facilities are not required at this time:

•
•

Transportation Technology Facility – Automotive Training Center
Blackwood Campus Transitional Studies Building - The Transition to College Program is designed to meet the needs of students between
the ages of 16 and 21 who are at-risk of withdrawing from school or have already withdrawn. Our unique program allows students a second
chance to earn their high school diploma and prepares students for post-secondary education, workforce, military or other experiences. The
Transition to College Program is a dual-credit program which enables students to earn a high school diploma while progressing toward a
college degree.

•

Emergency Services Facility – Providing educational programs in allied health and support services to the College
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•
•

Bachelors/Advanced Degree Cooperative Partnership Building - Cooperative academic transfer programs into four (4) year graduate degree
programs.
Parking Structure – An integral component to academic growth and public/private development must address additional parking for the
campus

Camden Campus
Future Improvements/Development Opportunities

•

Joint Health Service Center – Summer 2017
Based on the recent increase demand for Allied Health Programs, the College has entered in to a partnership with Rowan and Rutgers
Universities to construct a 106,000 square foot educational facility dedicated to higher education programs in allied health. A guiding
principle of Camden County College’s (CCC) involvement in the Joint Health Services Center is the focus on employment for students who
complete our program and an opportunity to move to a next step on the health careers ladder. To that end, CCC will provide a network of
certificate and associate degree healthcare career pathways that result in a job and/or will in some cases articulate to a bachelor’s degree
program at Rutgers or Rowan. Stacked and latticed pathways will give students the flexibility to acquire short-term credentials and
complementary skills while pursuing primary career interests. The offerings in the proposed building will provide educational opportunities
in close proximity to Camden City and will provide an employment pathway in 12 months or less for citizens of Camden City.
The College’s retention initiatives are built on improving the success of our neediest students. In cooperation with the institutions of the
City of Camden, Camden County College will continue to work to transition adults into higher education and the workforce. This urban
campus demands an increase in the number of classrooms for Associate Degree programs. Additionally, the College’s growing GED and
Gateway to College programs are so popular that they compete for the valuable and limited credit class space on this two-building campus.
With the construction of the Joint Health Services Center, the College anticipates the expansion of the transitional studies programs through
renovation of current campus space.

•

HVAC Improvements & Deficiency Upgrades
Many HVAC deficiencies have been identified throughout the campus. The College has been working to address these problems in priority
order and will continue as funding permits.

•

Energy Efficiency
The College is currently working with the Camden County Improvement Authority (CCIA) to assess each campus facility to identify potential
energy efficient measures that could be implemented.
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William G. Rohrer Center – Cherry Hill
Future Improvements/Development Opportunities

•

Rohrer Center Annex
The Cherry Hill campus was established in the spring of 2000 with the opening of the new technology-implemented William J. Rohrer
Building. The 33,688 square foot building contains state-of-the-art instructional technology equipped classrooms and technology instruction
facilities. The long-term objective for Cherry Hill is to more fully develop and expand its corporate business focus over time and to expand
the facility as opportunities present themselves.
An addition, the Rohrer Center would provide an opportunity for the College to increase enrollments in credit bearing general education
courses and allow students to complete their degree in Cherry Hill as well as create alternate income potentials through leasing of space.
Preliminary plans to construct the proposed addition to the Rohrer Center have been established. This would permit entire 2 year associates
programs to be offered at the Cherry Hill location. An addition would specifically permit the development of a complete science lab as well
as 8 to 10 general classrooms and computer labs. This science lab, requisite storage and prep space would afford Rohrer students the same
opportunities as those attending the Blackwood Campus. A 2-story annex will serve as a state-of-the-art teaching facility at Camden County
College William G. Rohrer Center. The building will feature primarily general classrooms; however, include some space for biology and
chemistry labs. The existing building and systems were designed for a future addition. Upon review, it was confirmed that a 22,000 square
foot addition is viable.

•

HVAC Improvements & Deficiency Upgrades
Many HVAC deficiencies have been identified throughout the campus. The College has been working to address these problems in priority
order and will continue as funding permits.

•

Energy Efficiency
The College is currently working with the Camden County Improvement Authority (CCIA) to assess each campus facility to identify potential
energy efficient measures that could be implemented.
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Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC)
Future Improvements/Development Opportunities

•

We are not aware of any projects proposed at this facility.
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SECTION 4: SUMMARY OF FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT
4.1

History/Assessment

Camden County College is an accredited co-educational two (2) year public community college that has four (4) distinct campuses located in
Blackwood, Camden, Cherry Hill and Lakeland. The main campus is in Blackwood.
Camden County College embraces its role as an educational leader for the community and provides accessible and affordable education including
associate degree programs, occupational certificate programs, non-credit courses, and customized job training. The four (4) locations making up
Camden County College are distinctive, yet have a common mission.
In order to plan for future renewal, replacement and development of facilities at each campus the improvements identified in this update are
essential to achieve academic growth and continued excellence. The information identified in this update can be used as a guideline to define the
requirements and improvements needed to support the academic programs established in the strategic plan. This update includes a description
of recent projects completed, and identifies future improvement projects. These projects aim to enhance the College’s educational programs,
learning environment and image, and growth potential. The plan is intended to be flexible and can be adjusted should the demands of the future
change.
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4.2

Brief History of Campus Development

•

In 1962, a New Jersey State law enabled the establishment of colleges by counties. Camden County created a college board in 1964 and a
voter referendum, in 1965, approved the creation of a county college.

•

In 1966, the Freeholders of Camden County searched and found 320 acres of land capable of maintaining a college in the central part of
Camden County in Blackwood, New Jersey, currently the Blackwood Campus. The property was previously owned by the Salvadorian Fathers,
who ran the Mother of the Savior Seminary, with the four (4) existing buildings in the 1950’s.

•

In 1967, the Freeholders established the Camden County College and moved into those building that served as follows:



Wilson Hall Buildings served as an administrative center, classrooms, library, and cafeteria and activity room



Jefferson Hall served as the main Science Building



Lincoln Hall contained both the gymnasium and the auditorium



Roosevelt Hall was the chapel

•

In March 1967, Otto R. Mauke was chosen to be the first president of the College and his staff moved into Washington Hall in June 1967.
First Day of classes for the College was on September 25, 1967 only six months from the founding of the College.

•

In 1969, the College opened its first campus in Camden City, utilizing rented space making a presence in the community.

•

In 1970, the College began its first multimillion dollar expansion. The eleven million dollar reconstruction project was for new buildings, all of
which are still in use. The buildings are: Madison Hall, Taft Hall, a student union (the Community Center), a Learning Resource Center
(Wolverton). These facilities are characterized by their use of brick and stone aggregate panels.

•

Later in the 1970’s, the Blackwood campus added more programs and two (2) more buildings, including the Papiano Gym and Truman Hall.

•

In 1980’s and 1990’s, the Blackwood campus underwent several rounds of expansion. The College added computer-integrated
manufacturing, requiring the construction of the CIM Center, the Laser Building, the Criminal Justice Building, the Child Care Center and the
Helen Fuld School of Nursing as well as additions to Lincoln Hall and the CIM Center. The facilities have mostly brick facades of different
styles.

•

In 1991, a five-story Camden City Campus building – now called College Hall – provided the College’s first permanent home in the City.
Today, the Camden City Campus focuses on an urban mission to support the economic development of the City of Camden and Camden
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County through associate degree studies and workforce training. The building contains classrooms, administrative offices, child care center,
science labs, computer labs, testing center and student lounge/lunchroom.

•

In 2000 as the result of a unique public/private partnership between the Colleges, Cherry Hill Township and the William G. Rohrer Charitable
Foundation, the William G. Rohrer Center was completed and named to reflect the generosity of the late philanthropists’ endowment. The
campus offers core associates degree courses and business and industry training in a technology-rich setting.

First Facilities Master Plan

•

In 2001, Camden County College created a campus master plan to create a strategy for future renewal, replacement and development of
facilities at each campus. The primary objective of the master plan was to help the College support its mission and strategic plan and
included an evaluation of three campuses of Camden County College that perform distinct functions.

•

The campus needs and associated cost analysis was provided for future consideration.

Master Plan Update #1

•

In 2004, a pre-schematic cost estimate was done, given the progress of development and considering the Master Plan projects identified as
future needs and based on other improvements that were ongoing and necessary towards satisfying the mission.

•

In 2005, based on the projects identified in the pre-schematic cost estimate, the Camden County Freeholders announced an $83 million
capital initiative to rebuild the Blackwood Campus that would affect more than half of its facilities and structural amenities. The three key
objectives for developing the plan were:




•

Confirm Campus Planning Strategies
Ensure a Practical & Realistic Implementation of Strategies
Strengthen Identity & Image

In 2007, the first phase of the capital initiative included refurbishment of Madison Hall, and construction of the Connector Building, which
connects the College Community Center and Madison Hall, two of the busiest buildings on campus at the time. As a result of the project the
building provided:








State-of-the-art lecture rooms with computer-equipped classrooms
Instant-response technology, IP phones, cable television, flat-panel monitors, video-conferencing equipment
Study areas and an arena-style lecture theater
Projectors, VCR/DVD players, document cameras, stereo speakers
Wireless and hardwired classrooms featuring and the very latest in education and communication technologies
Podcasting technology
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Meeting and conference space to accommodate large groups

Subsequent phases of the capital initiative focused on creation of roads, parking and grounds improvements, refurbishment of Taft Hall, and
construction of 117,000-square-foot Science Building known as the Kevin G. Halpern Hall for Science and Health Education.

•

In 2008, an eight-story academic, retail and parking facility known as the Camden Technology Center was completed under the Camden
Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery Act.

•

In 2008 The Camden Technology Center/ parking structure was completed. The building contains a concierge lobby area, university district
bookstore (property owned-not inventory contents), E-village, computer labs, classrooms, administrative offices, lounge, lunchroom, and
conference rooms. The Parking Garage is a six (6) story building. Built in 2007, the Conference Center is a one story building which contains
meeting rooms and dining with a kitchen area.

•

In 2009 a three-phase project called “Ring Road” involving campus-wide improvements to the overall vehicular and pedestrian circulation,
parking, landscaping, and primary electrical service at the Blackwood Campus. In addition to designing portions of a new Ring Road,
rehabilitated existing campus roads, and parking lots, our professionals also designed the overall project storm water management plan to
address standard local and New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) permitting criteria, as well as site specific concerns
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

•

In 2011, design and construction of the new Science Building was completed and named the Kevin G. Halpern Hall for Science & Health
Education. This building provides Biology, Chemistry, Forensics Lab, and Dental Hygiene & Dental Assistant Department on the 1st Floor. The
facility provides services to the public and discount rates for dental services, cleaning and x-rays, and Allied Health Programs.

•

In 2013, the College assumed administration of the Camden County Regional Emergency Training Center and the Camden County Police
Academy, both at Lakeland, and the Technical Institute of Camden County, housed on the campus of Camden County Technical Schools in
Sicklerville. This development brought all County-funded post-secondary education under the supervision of the College.

•

In 2012, the College engaged a professional engineering firm to perform a campus-wide energy audit assessment which included an
evaluation of the various buildings HVAC, electrical power and lighting, and plumbing systems. The assessment included recommendation
and energy conservation measures and improvement opportunities for consideration and implementation.
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Master Plan Update #2

•

In 2013 and again in 2014, two updates were completed to refine the Master Plan as new development strategies and educational directions
were realized and to address scattered uses that contain administrative, academic, maintenance, and public and student services. As a
result, the Taft Hall renovations incorporated a one-stop facility for student services. The College has moved toward more efficient
management of departmental resources and personnel by establishing program centralization by building and utilizing shared services with
other County agencies and outsourcing maintenance and janitorial services. Many deficiencies related to the lack of space and quality of
space for students and administrative personnel, as well as building and their systems have been identified and are outdated in terms of
access, technological resources, and overall campus program integration. Consistent with the College mission recommendations to address
the deficiencies was implemented.

•

In 2014 the College relocated the business administration offices from the Wilson buildings to the previously named Helene Fuld School of Nursing.
This building, formerly owned by Virtua Health Care, was recently purchased by Camden County College to centralize all administrative functions into a
single building; thereby increasing efficiencies.

•

In 2015 the new Taft Hall student services building was completed and named the Louis F. Cappelli, Sr. Student Services Center. The project consists of
the renovation of the existing 42,000 SF building and a 5,000 SF atrium entrance and security checkpoint. The building was designed to easily service
the student population and general public while maintaining security for College Administrators and Administrative Services and serves as “one-stop”
all-inclusive services to the students for convenience.
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In addition, the College has various partnership agreements with schools and colleges, public agencies and other entities that enhance
educational quality, student opportunities and economic development. They have a multitude of agreements with various colleges and
universities to make it possible to earn a diploma from a prestigious university for an affordable price.
•

Rutgers Nursing – Renovations done at Truman and Jefferson Halls to accommodate a special partnership between Rutgers University, School
of Nursing, and Camden County College to provide Camden County College students with a pre-major in nursing for those who are interested
in pursuing a bachelor of science degree in nursing at Rutgers University, School of Nursing

•

Cooper Family Medicine and Behavioral Health Offices - Cooper Family Medicine through a partnership with Camden County College has
opened a new office to see patients and provide health care needs and student learning opportunities.

•

Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) at Camden County College inspires and enables faculty to enhance teaching potential and effectiveness
so that students are more likely to achieve their desired learning outcomes. The Teaching and Learning Center serves as a focal point for
college-wide efforts to support the improvement of teaching and learning.

•

Governor’s Joint Commission on Higher Education in Camden – The Allied Health and Sciences Building in the Rutgers and Rowan University
District to further address the needs for the Camden County College campus and community.
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4.3

Building and Program Descriptions

Summary
The physical condition of the facilities at each location has improved over the years with the completion of several substantial projects and as a
result of the implementation of a more aggressive method to address maintenance. The majority of the older buildings have varying degrees of
problems including poor insulation, roofing, windows and other building envelope issues, outdated environmental controls, and mechanical,
plumbing and electrical systems. The buildings constructed after 1990 are in fair condition; however, should be further evaluated.
The College continues to perform preventative maintenance and complete building improvements to provide a quality learning environment and
performs regular assessments of the facilities to identify and repair, and improve the building and grounds. Due to the recent decline in student
enrollment there have been many challenges in maintaining the facilities. As a result the College has made many changes including
reorganization of the class schedules and reprogramming of building environmental control systems to achieve highest efficiency, taking into
consideration use and occupancy. In addition, The Wilson Building Complex will be demolished early in 2018 as the buildings are beyond their
useful life and no longer serviceable life and are no longer useful to the College.
In order to understand facilities requirements for the next three years this updated plan endeavors to provide the necessary information to
guide the future actions of the College given the academic needs and the goals established in the strategic plan.

Buildings
The following building descriptions provide a summarized review of the facilities including an assessment of the effective use of classrooms,
instructional labs, art and studio facilities, and space for faculty offices and student/faculty or student/student interaction areas. In some cases
there are existing spaces that have been retrofitted and not properly designed and equipped for their current uses. Additional computer labs
and computer instructional facilities have increased over the years and continue to be needed to meet current demand. The need for technology
upgrades has increased significantly and the College continues to replace computer and audio visual equipment. The need to improve, upgrade
and provide sufficient electrical and technological infrastructure and internet communications is increasing.
The assessment also identifies cosmetic deficiencies outdated instructional equipment, room finishes, mechanical and electrical systems
requiring replacement or upgrading, and provides recommendations for continued facilities and infrastructure improvements which aim to
improve the comfort levels of the various spaces throughout the learning environment.

Grounds
The Blackwood Campus was evaluated in terms of the campus core open space network.
Campus Development - The track was modified years ago and several of the inner lanes were removed to expand the soccer field rendering it
unsuitable for regulation use. The baseball, softball and soccer fields have had some improvements over the years and are in fair condition.
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The College is evaluating the expansion and/or reconfiguration of the athletic program and the athletic/recreational facilities.
The Blackwood campus property has great potential for future development. There is significant land available on the North end of the property
that is separated from the main campus by a stream and wetlands. The College recently obtained approval from the Department of
Environmental Protection Agency and constructed a bridge and access road crossing the wetlands to the College’s perimeter properties.
The College recognizes many possibilities for development including the reorganization and expansion of the athletic facilities, housing
opportunities and retail establishments through public/private partnerships. The College has recently met with some developers to get a sense
of what would be involved however available funding has limited them to conversations.
A professional planning service for development companies should be hired to assist in creation of public/private partnership potentials and
have this incorporated into the Colleges next Master Plan.
Gathering Spaces for Students – The College recognizes the need for more gathering spaces leisure and informal recreational use both inside and
out. The interior spaces could be enhanced to define manifestations of intellectual achievement to establish “sense of place” which is important
to promote a comfortable place for students to relax, network, learn and prosper.
Campus Image and Landscaping - The College has been working to improve open space character in the academic campus core at the Blackwood
campus. This effort has been delayed due to lack of appropriate funding however it should be considered for future implementation. Should the
creation of additional gathering spaces become reality, the College should consider hiring a landscape Architect to design man-made features
paths or walls, to be contrasted with vegetation and lighting and include; manicured gardens throughout the campus, surrounding the buildings
and at the entry drives, additional trees, shrubs and plantings to be added throughout the campus with the purpose of increasing seasonal
interest and beautification, create park like settings with manicured central lawns, increase interest and function with enclaves that include
planters and seating.
Way Finding System – The existing vehicular and campus walk pedestrian directional signage was completed during the ring road projects
however requires enhancement. As a result of various changes to program, relocation of College administration services, and observations of
deficiencies over the past years the signage plan should be reevaluated and further improved. The plan should include parking lots, walkways
and all exteriors of the buildings on each campus and include connection to interior building signage which is lacking clarity, uniformity and
conformity. The plan should have a consistent design and organization of definite sensory cues from the external environment and should
incorporate a set of architectural or design elements that aid orientation.
Parking Lot and Road Maintenance – In 2010 the Ring Roads project resulted with significant changes to the Blackwood campus parking lots and
roads. The project involved the reconstruction and replacement of new roads and parking lots as well as installation of new curbing and
sidewalks. In order to preserve the life of the parking lot and roads an evaluation to identify repairs and maintenance to; asphalt seal coating to
protect the surface of a parking lot from oxidation and damage from weather, oil, gas and salt, to prevent potholes from forming, sealing cracks
with a rubberized asphaltic material to prevent moisture from degrading the structural components of the surface, pothole repair to avoid
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breakdown of sub grade material and asphalt failure, concrete sidewalks and curbing for trip hazards, major cracks and spalling that should be
sealed and patched to avoid continued deterioration as a result of the freeze/thaw cycle each year.
Reconstruct Adams Parking Lot – Should the athletic program expand to include the relocation of the wrestling program the Adams Hall building
will no longer be needed and should be demolished. The parking areas adjacent to that building should be redeveloped and restructured to
provide a new more efficient lot. This would include the removal and disposal of the temporary trailers, reconstruction of the overall parking lot
to include; modifications to the underground storm systems, line striping, signage and lighting. The completed project would yield many
improvements to the surface water management, increase number of parking spaces, improve vehicular and pedestrian safety.
Infrastructure Improvements - In preparation for continued development within and adjacent to the academic core, the extension and further
development of various underground utilities will be necessary to include; underground storm pipe systems, sanitary sewer piping systems,
water, gas, technology infrastructure, and electric. In addition, should the roads and parking lots be further developed the existing site lighting
fixture style and infrastructure should be continued and include the expansion of the security backbone through integration of the emergency
communication and CCTV systems.
Traffic Control Device - The installation of a traffic control device at the south entrance of the Blackwood Campus on Peter Cheeseman Road
would help to resolve line of site issues. This drive permits right turn exits only and, therefore, complicates vehicular movement exiting the
campus during high volume periods. A traffic control device would permit easy and safe exiting of vehicles while incorporating warning devices
for north bound traffic where line-of-site is poor. Should further development of the campus, roads and parking lots be expanded it is
recommended that this traffic control device be installed.
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Blackwood Campus
Blackwood is the College's largest and most comprehensive campus in terms of educational offerings, available services and range of facilities.
This comprehensive educational setting is accented with such areas of focus as the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; Business, Computers,
and Technology; Math and Science Education; Nursing, Health Science and Human Services; and Transitional Studies programs. The Blackwood
campus has seventeen (17) significant buildings of varying age and quality that provide
approximately 650,494 gross square feet of total building area. The following is a
description of each building and the services it provides:

Existing Facilities
1. Otto R. Mauke Community Center (COM)
A two (2) story concrete structure with brick veneer. Built in 1973 and renovated in
2005. In 2010, a Barnes & Noble Bookstore addition was completed and in 2016-2017
renovations for relocation of the Public Safety offices from the Wilson Hall complex.
Many original finishes, materials, equipment and systems remain and require
rejuvenation to meet higher standards.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:

51,414
College bookstore; Optical retail store; campus radio station, campus
press, Offices.
Food Court, Cafeteria, Cyber Café, Facility & Staff dining room, Board Room and Anti Room, and student activities.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•

Computer Aided Drafting & Design
Ophthalmic Science Technology

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

Restroom upgrades to the 1st and 2nd floor restrooms includes replacement of ceiling tile, wall and ceiling tile refinishing, and replacement
of doors, toilet partitions, & toilet accessories.

Projects Proposed:
•
•
•
•

Cafeteria Improvement including replacement of trash bins, upgrade of lighting fixtures, replace artworks, hook up to backup generator at
Madison Hall, relocate compressor to roof top, redesign cafeteria and replace furniture.
The College is considering upgrading the Community Center to provide a student center experience. Improvements may include a new
space layout, lighting, digital displays, and furniture.
HVAC Deficiencies
Continue building assessment for improvement of aging infrastructure
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2. Connector Building-Civic Hall (CON)
Three-story steel structure atrium with curtain wall and architectural brick veneer built in 2008. In 2010, the boiler system installation and
upgrade was done to support the connected Community Center, which was taken out of service.
The new Connector building connects two (2) existing buildings, Madison Hall and the Student Community Center, on two levels and provides
access to the Student Community Center. The interior finishes and systems are generally in good condition. Some HVAC deficiencies have been
identified and will be corrected. Further assessment is required to reveal potential maintenance of improvement requirements.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3rd Floor:

31,748
Concierge Desk, small café, lecture halls, offices & large atrium
lobby with lounge area.
Overlook Terrace and entrance into Civic Hall.
Teaching Learning Center, Administrative office suite, classrooms
and conference room.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Criminal Justice
Liberal Arts and Science
Human Services
Management
Marketing

Projects Proposed:

•
•

HVAC Corrections
Building Facilities Assessment
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3. Madison Hall (MAD)
Three story concrete structures with brick veneer built in 1967 and completely renovated in 2008. Interior finishes and building systems and
infrastructure are in good condition. Some HVAC deficiencies have been discovered recently and are expected to be addressed in the near
future. Additional, infrastructure assessment is recommended to continue proper preventative maintenance and maintain current industry
standard level of learning.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3rd Floor:

50,508
Classrooms and lecture hall.
Faculty offices, computer labs, classrooms and lecture hall.
Faculty offices, classrooms and lecture hall

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
American Sign Language
Criminal Justice
Dental Hygiene
Early Childhood Education
Elementary/Secondary Education
Film and Television Production
Health Information Technology
Hospitality Technology
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Management
Marketing
Paralegal Studies

Projects Proposed:

•
•

HVAC Corrections
Building Facilities Assessment
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4. Taft Hall (TAF)
Three stories concrete structure with brick veneer built in 1973 and completely renovated in 2016 including a new 5,000sf entrance glass atrium.
Portions of the existing façade, stair towers, and building structure remained. The renovation included a new brick façade, windows and roof,
interior walls, finishes, and HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems throughout. The building overall is basically new and receives regular
preventative maintenance. No further action is required at this time.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3rd Floor:

44,880
Classrooms
Student Registration and Records Services
Student Support Services including
counseling, and financial aid.

advisement,

Projects Proposed:
•

•
•
•

Q-calling System: New state of the art communication/notification
system for Taft hall admission department, installation includes
associated electrical infrastructure. Costs and scope have been
prepared by OIT, infrastructure requirements to be coordinated with
the construction department as necessary.
Mobile Lighting: Install new lighting to highlight the new mobile
installed at the main lobby above the front reception desk.
First floor renovations – Modify new classrooms to meet
requirements.
HVAC Preventative Maintenance.
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5. Gabriel E. Danch CIM Center (CIM)
Two-story and partial three, steel frame structure with brick veneer, stucco walls and a glass entrance way built in 1986 and a two-story annex
that provided additional classrooms and faculty offices, which was added to the south side of the building in 1996. A 10,000 square foot
mezzanine was added to the interior of the factory floor in 2003 to create a new optical learning lab and classrooms to meet continuing demand.
The two-story annex added in 1996 and the 2003 mezzanine were renovated mechanically to address continuing deficiencies and problems
related to the mechanical systems at each building and, as a result, a significant HVAC improvement project was done to address the problems.
Interior finishes and upgrades have been done in the past few years; however, many original elements and infrastructure remain. Additional
infrastructure assessment is recommended to
maintain a higher level of standard.
Gross SF:

72,359

Lower Level:

A machine factory,
Ophthalmology Department,
computer labs, classrooms and
offices.
Auditorium, offices, classrooms
and computer labs.
Offices

Main Level:
2nd Floor:

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Criminal Justice
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Computer Science, Information Systems & Technology
Computer Graphics & Design
Electrical-Electronic Engineering, Engineering Science, Mechanical Engineering & Engineering Technology
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Management
Marketing
Networking
Ophthalmic Medical Science Technology
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Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•
•
•
•
•

Auditorium Renovations: Upgrades including replacement of students’ computer tables, painting of walls, replacement of ceiling tiles,
replacement of carpet flooring and a new audio-visual communication system.
Renovation of Restrooms: Upgrades of 2nd floor restrooms includes replacement of ceiling tile, wall and ceiling tile refinishing, and
replacement of doors, toilet partitions, & toilet accessories.
HVAC Corrections.
Energy efficiency lighting upgrades completed in the common areas and factory floor.
Building facilities assessment.
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6. Roosevelt Hall
A two (2) story, steel structure with brick façade, single-ply rubber roof, sheet rock and stud partition walls. Built in 1990 for the Helene Fuld
School of Nursing Program; renovated in 2012 thru 2014 in order to relocate the College administrative staff from the Wilson Complex for the
anticipated demolition of the Wilson Complex. The building was transformed from classrooms and labs to administration offices, conference
and large meeting/assembly areas. The renovations included interior finishes, new walls and partitioning, and various improvements to the
mechanical, plumbing and electrical systems. Many original infrastructure items, including the roof have; however, remained and should be
further assessed at this time for future improvement and consideration.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:

36,000
Main Lobby lounge area, Large and small conference rooms, Finance, Payroll, Purchasing, Human Resources Department and
Multi-purpose/Special Events room.
Presidential Complex, Academic Affairs, Budgeting and Planning, Institutional Advancement and General Counsel.

Projects Proposed:

•
•

HVAC Corrections
Roof Replacement
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7. Polk Hall – Cooper Family Medicine and Behavioral Health Offices (PLK)
Built in 1989, the building is a one-story, steel structure, concrete block walls, ground face block and brick façade, membrane roof, and masonry
and stud partitions with a fire suppression system. The building was originally constructed to accommodate high- and low-powered laser
laboratories. Consistent with the College mission to consolidate like services, the program was moved to the Computer-Integrated Management
(CIM) Center in 2014. The laser center was renamed Polk Hall and is now used by Cooper Family Medicine and Behavioral Health Offices. The
building was renovated in 2015 and again in 2016 to accommodate two (2) programs, as part of a partnership with Cooper University. The
building, overall, is in good condition. Interior finishes have been updated as part of the renovations, and mechanical, plumbing and electrical
systems updated accordingly. Some old systems remain and should be evaluated in the near future for replacement. Some HVAC deficiencies
have been identified and are being addressed as funds become available.
Gross SF:

10,613

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

•
•

Early 2016, renovations were made to the interior of the building to
accommodate a partnership with Cooper University Healthcare. New
offices were opened to see patients providing for health care needs and
student learning opportunities. The new office includes seven (7) patient
rooms, a small kitchen/lunch room, reception desk, physician’s office
suite, and large lobby waiting area.
Later in 2016, the College renovated an additional space to create
offices, and small and large group counselling rooms to provide
Behavioral Health and Consultation Services.
CCC completed minor renovations to approximately 10 small offices to
accommodate faculty relocated from the Jefferson Hall to accommodate
Rutgers Nursing Program, which took over the Jefferson Building for
administration offices.

Projects Proposed:

•
•

HVAC Corrections
Large Conference Room Audio/Visual and Cosmetic Improvements
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8. Kevin G. Halpern Hal for Science & Health Education (HAL)
This new building is centered on the south side of the Blackwood Campus. It is a three (3) story, steel structure, glass and brick façade,
sheetrock and masonry walls, and a built-up roof with all modern mechanical, electrical, plumbing and security systems. This building holds a
Gold LEED certification. The construction project and building design incorporated sustainability measures that were achievable given the
project budget. The building encompasses ten (10) biology labs, research center, a physics lab, six (6) chemistry labs and 24 conventional
classrooms with six (6) having the capability of expansion due to having folding, modular dividing walls. This helps to address large group
instruction needs. The building also houses a 25-chair Dental Hygiene Clinic that has all the latest technology and delivery systems to meet the
requirements of today’s practice.
Gross SF:

114,128

1st Floor:

Security/Concierge desk, Dental complex, lobby, Café with food service, full service kitchen, classrooms, seminar room, Dean’s
suite, faculty offices, faculty lounge, administrative offices and loading dock.

2nd Floor:

Biology labs, prep area, classrooms, seminar room, study areas, lounge area, faculty offices and administrative offices.

3rd Floor:

Chemistry labs, clinical skills and surgical prep labs, physics lab, nursing arts, classrooms, seminar room, study areas, lounge
areas, faculty offices and administrative offices.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addictions Counseling
Biotechnology
Dental Assisting
Dental Hygiene
Health Information Technology
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Ophthalmic Science Technology
Ophthalmic Science Apprentice
Practical Nursing
Surgical Technology Option
Veterinary Technology

Recently Completed Projects
Due to overwhelming demand, some minor improvements to add an additional physics lab were done on the third floor to respond to demand.
Projects Proposed:

•

HVAC Corrections
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9. Washington Hall (WSH)
One story, steel structure building, built in 1990, with brick walls, membrane roof, masonry and stud partitions. Originally constructed and used
for Criminal Justice Programs is now an academic building that contains a small amphitheater/multi-purpose room, computer labs, classrooms,
faculty and administrative offices. The HVAC system upgrade project was done in 2016; however, many systems, mechanical, plumbing and
electrical are original and should be assessed for future renewal and improvement. Interior finish improvements and audio-visual upgrades
were done to the classrooms and faculty offices while the building was not occupied during the HVAC improvements project. The building is
generally in good condition, with the exception of the existing rubber roof that is leaking, which has been recently assessed and recommended
for replacement. It is the original roof and has served far beyond its expected life.
Gross SF:

13,702

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•

Liberal Arts and Science: Health and Exercise Option

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

In 2016 the entire HVAC system in the building was
upgraded to include new packaged roof top units, ductwork
modifications, VAV’s, unit ventilators, hot water boiler and
piping, and a new control system.

Projects Proposed:

•
•

HVAC Corrections (as needed)
Roof Replacement
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10. Papiano Gymnasium (GYM)
One story steel structure, brick and masonry walls, rubber gym floor system, masonry and stud partitions, and built up roof. Built in 1974, the
building contains a basketball court, fitness center, weight room, shower and locker rooms, handball/racquetball court, in ground Olympic size
pool, training room, two classrooms, equipment storage area and athletic department offices. In 2002 as a result of structural issues the pool
was closed and not in use. Many of the interior finishes and infrastructure throughout the building are original and should be assessed for
replacement. There have been many interior improvements over the years, including painting, flooring and ceiling replacement. This building is
currently the last remaining to be supported for heating by the central
plant, and should be removed and new boilers installed at the gym. This
will result in a much more efficient system and simplify the maintenance.
The gym floor was recently refinished to improve the image. Further
evaluation of use of the gym facility is needed and an academic review
should be included.
Gross SF:

41,227

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•

American Sign Language
Liberal Arts and Science

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•
•

Miscellaneous cosmetic enhancements were done in 2015 to improve
the image of the classrooms.
The gym floor surface was refinished as of August 2017 to include top
coat, line stripping and artwork.

Projects Proposed:
In an effort to develop new programs and provide new opportunities to the community and others the College proposes to utilize the pool
area and convert it into a community fitness and athletic learning center. The plan involves alterations to the 14,000sf area of the
natatorium at the North side of the building into a multipurpose auxiliary area. This area consists of the natatorium, offices, locker rooms,
classrooms and a common hallway/corridor that separates the gymnasium and natatorium. The Hallway creates the perfect divide between
the College gym activities and proposed auxiliary space which can be utilized for various outside venues.
The new program will feature combination of fitness classes, workout options, and learning opportunities you won’t find in retail gyms and
will be a place that houses exercise equipment for the purpose of physical exercise. The proposed project consists of alterations and
improvements to the overall facility building. The building will undergo substantial alterations and improvements, including a new grand
entrance to distinguish the fitness center presence on campus.
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General Building renovations including; toilet rooms with new fixtures to conform to current accessibility standards, interior finishes
improvements, and space reallocation.
All existing plumbing systems related to the pool and adjacent locker rooms will be demolished and all existing piping, fixtures, etc. are
anticipated to be removed and replaced as required due to age and as required to accommodate the new plan.
The existing HVAC are in poor condition and beyond its useful life, and requires replacement. The project involves replacement and
improvements of the various building systems including; HVAC equipment, electrical service and power distribution, lighting installations,
egress illumination, mass notification/fire alarm, security systems, telephone and Data Backbone.
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11. Wolverton Library/Learning Resource Center (LIB)
Is a four (4) story building built in 1973 and is a cast in place concrete structure with brick
and pebble stone stucco façade, masonry and metal stud partitions, and a built up roof.
The building was completely renovated in 2003 to accommodate expansion of library
services and to further utilize available unused space and the lower-level and
improvement services at that time. The renovations included new partitions, floor plan
changes, upgraded toilet rooms, and life safety systems. The building was recently
renovated to accommodate a partnership with the County Learning Resource Center,
which included many interior partition and cosmetic improvements while existing
mechanical and plumbing systems remain. The building infrastructure is in fair condition
with many of the original finishes and systems in place. Although the renovations
included some mechanical, plumbing and electrical improvements, they are reaching
their useful life. Further evaluation for future renewal is recommended.
Gross SF:

53,567

Lower Level:
1st Floor:

Classrooms, computer labs, seminar conference room, reproduction copy center, and staff lounge with small kitchen.
Concierge desk, reference/reading room, library staff offices, circulation/reserve desk, internet access computers, study lounge
and study area.
Book shelving area, reading and study areas, study carrels, Office of Testing and Assessment, and office complex.
Tutoring Services Office, small group study rooms, computer lab, study carrels, book stacks & library reference area.

2nd Floor:
3rd Floor:

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

Reproduction Copy Center Relocation Project: The existing College reproduction/copy center located in the Wilson annex building was
relocated in order to prepare for the demolition of the Wilson Complex. The center was relocated the summer of 2017 to the lower level of
the Wolverton Library. This provides a more centrally located place to conveniently serve the College community.

•

Learning Resource Center Renovations: As a result of a partnership agreement in 2016 with the Department of Education, the lower level,
2nd and 3rd floors were renovated to include new partitions, floor and wall finishes, and phone and data services to accommodate their
needs. The lower level features a large meeting/seminar room with a folding partition that can be closed to accommodate smaller groups.

•

CCC Library Renovations: The first floor of the building, which is at the ground level of the building was renovated to improve the image of
the space and to provide better more convenient access to the circulation desk. The project included new drywall partitions to create staff
offices, floor and wall finishes and a new circulation desk.

Projects Proposed:
•
•

Façade Restoration: Replace or improve dated pebble stone façade with more modern finish and style to match campus-wide architecture.
HVAC Corrections.
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12. Truman Hall (TRU)
A two (2) story building built in 1974, steel structure with brick and stucco façade, built up roof, masonry and metal stud partitions. In 1990, a
parts storage addition was built to address the automotive technology program and provided needed storage to accommodate the program.
This additional received a limited automatic sprinkler system. The second floor was renovated in 2009 and converted from large group
instructional rooms to standard size classrooms that included new building finishes, paint, flooring, doors and hardware, and new acoustical
ceilings. In 2016, the HVAC systems were upgraded to include many new pieces of equipment, systems and digital controls. Many of the exiting
life safety systems have been problematic, including the fire alarm system. It is recommended that the building be further assessed for
improvement. In addition, the automotive faculty offices at the first floor were improved with cosmetic improvements; however, the first floor
common areas, hallways, doors, hardware and stairways are original and should be replaced.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:

32,990
Automotive technology service area, machine shop, 100 seat lecture hall, Veterinary technology, classrooms, storage rooms, and
offices.
Classrooms.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•

American Sign Language
Automotive Technology – Apprentice
Film and Television Production
Liberal Arts and Science
Veterinary Technology

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

HVAC Upgrades

•

Renovations summer of 2017 to the first floor classrooms to provide for
Rutgers Nursing Program.

Projects Proposed:
•
•
•

AV Equipment Installation – ISD to install new Audio Visual equipment and associated infrastructure during HVAC replacement project.
Automotive Improvements – General construction building repairs and upgrades including flooring, walls and ceilings and toilet rooms.
Lockers requested per Rutgers Nursing Program.
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13. Lincoln Hall – Dennis Flyer Theater (LIN)
One (1) story, partially two (2) and basement, steel framing, brick on masonry walls, concrete slab and structural concrete floors, membrane
roof, masonry and metal stud partitions. Built in 1954 and expanded in 1994, the building contains a 650-seat theater, theater workshop,
dressing room, prop and costume storage areas, dance studio, ceramics and pottery studios, sculpture studio, drawing/painting studios, music
room, Marlin Art Gallery, photography lab, classrooms, computer lab, and faculty/staff offices. Building has a fire suppression system and a mix
of other life safety systems that should be updated and better coordinated. Art Gallery is covered by a burglary alarm system. Many cosmetic
improvements have been done throughout the years, including painting and floor finishes. There are significant HVAC deficiencies that regularly
affect the comfort of the occupants. The building has been modified many times over the years since it was built and the layout is no longer
efficient and, lacks accessibility between the different levels and to the public toilets in the 1954 building.
Gross SF:

42,500

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•

Audio Production
Film and Television Production
Liberal Arts and Science
Music Recording

Projects Proposed:
Many of the building components and systems are deficient and beyond
their useful life. The building requires significant changes and
improvements to address the program requirements as well as meet
the basic life safety requirements.
•
•
•

HVAC Improvements – HVAC system replacement including
equipment and controls.
Building renovations – Renovate all areas that have been
deteriorating and bring building up to the latest codes and
standards.
Lincoln Hall has limited wheel chair accessibility due to the varying finished floor elevations. Other buildings have varying levels of
accessibility and require updating.
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14. Jefferson Hall – Rutgers University-Camden (JEF)
Three stories, concrete slab and structural concrete floors, steel framing, brick and frame walls, slate roof, masonry and metal stud partitions.
Built in approximately 1950 was acquired by the College in 1967, at which time it was used as the Science Building. Some interior improvements
were done at that time, and, in 2002, major renovations were done, including interior finishes and new mechanical, plumbing and electrical
systems to provide faculty support offices and conference space. In 2005, further renovations modified and added offices and two (2)
classrooms with associated HVAC and elevator-addition to access the third level. In 2016, many of the HVAC system components and limited
controls were upgraded due to failure and deficiencies. This included the chillers, cooling tower and fan coil valves and controls. Many
mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems installed in 2002 and 2005 remain, and further assessment should continue and be identified for
future renewal. In early 2017, the College completed many interior improvements, including paint, flooring and ceiling replacement. The
building overall is in good condition; however, the brick exterior is in need of general maintenance and repairs to avoid further deterioration.
Existing cracks and open joints should be sealed as soon as possible.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3rd Floor:

14,242
Deans Suite, computer lab, conference room, offices
and boiler room.
Offices.
Classrooms and Camden County Superintendent of
Schools offices.

Academic Programs:

•

Rutgers School of Health Professions is one of the schools that
form Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences, a division of
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey.

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•
•

HVAC Projects: Complete upgrades of equipment and controls.
Façade Crack Repair: Repair sub-contractor to submit quotation
for repair of cracks.

Projects Proposed:
•

Window Replacement: Remove and replace deteriorated vinyl replacement windows with new higher quality window.
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Wilson Center Complex
15.

Wilson Hall West

16.

Wilson Hall Center

17.

Wilson Hall East

18.

Wilson Hall Annex

This one (1) and two (2) story building complex and its systems are far
beyond their useful life and have been taken out of service due to
constant recurring infrastructure failures and deficiencies. The buildings
have outlived their service life and can no longer be used economically.
The buildings consist of partial basement, steel framing, brick and
masonry walls, concrete slab and structural concrete floor construction
with flat and shingled asphalt roofing systems. The buildings were built in
approximately 1950 and are scheduled for demolition in 2018.
Gross SF:

Wilson Hall West - 13,812
Wilson Hall Center - 5,775
Wilson Hall East - 20,571
Wilson Hall Annex - 18,600
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19. Child Care Center
One-story, concrete slab floor, wood framing, stucco and frame walls, fiberglass shingle roof, stud partitions. Built in 1990, the building contains
classrooms, administrative offices and an outdoor play area. Interior cosmetic improvements, including painting, flooring and ceiling repairs
have been done over the years. Much of the equipment and systems are original, except a new rooftop unit, which was replaced in 2010.
Otherwise the building functions with little problems reported and some HVAC deficiencies being addressed. The building is in fair condition and
should be further assessed to determine future renewal needs.
Gross SF:

4,649
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20. Facilities Offices
One story, pre-engineered, steel framed, metal panel walls, concrete slab floor, and standing seam metal roof warehouse building that was built
in 1969 as the maintenance storage facility with some interior service space. To provide facilities personnel offices and toilet rooms, and
mailroom services to handle shipping and receiving, mail distribution throughout the College, maintenance and carpenter shops, storage areas,
and storage for supplies and a blue print/resource library room. The 1988 addition contains administrative offices and a small conference room.
Gross SF:

11,213

Projects Proposed:
•

Building Renovations: Renovate existing warehouse by reorganizing for more efficiency of storing building materials, breakroom, and new
toilet facilities, currently not sufficient for personnel and install new security system with restricted access.
• Plan Room Relocation: Relocate facilities plan room to make available for custodial supervisor office.
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21. Adams Hall (ADM)
One story, steel framing, metal walls, concrete slab floor, metal roof, metal stud partitions. Built in 1969, the building was originally constructed
to accommodate the demand for additional classrooms at that time and has been used for that purpose until shortly after the completion of
Halpern Hall, which provided additional classrooms. Given the poor condition of this building, it was taken out of service in 2013. Given the
demand to expand the athletics program, the demand to revive the wrestling program resulted in a renovation of the building to include a
wrestling room, training room, classroom, showers and a coach’s office. The project involved some rearrangement of existing mechanical,
plumbing and electrical systems to accommodate the change. Should the gym be renovated in the future, the Wrestling Program requirements
would be incorporated into the plan.
Gross SF:

9,674

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

Wrestling Room created, including training room, classroom,
showers and Coach’s office
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22. Classroom Trailers A, B, C – Adjacent to Adams Hall
These three (3) trailers were installed in preparation for the Madison Hall renovation in 2005 and are located adjacent to the Adams Hall facility
and were used as temporary classrooms. Each of these trailers is divided into two separate classrooms, each of which is equipped to
accommodate 35 students. The use, as classrooms, has diminished over the years and the trailers are used primarily by the Mainstage Center
for the Arts musical theatre school, through a lease agreement with the College for Lincoln Hall’s Dennis Flyer Theatre, dressing rooms,
production shop, dance studio and various classrooms. The trailers are in fair condition with finishes that are outdated.
Should further plans for development involving Lincoln Hall be implemented, the removal of the trailers should be included, allowing for future
parking lot improvements.
Gross SF:

5,880

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•

Audio Production
Liberal Arts and Science
Music Recording.
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24. Central Power Plant
One-story, steel-frame construction, brick on concrete block walls, concrete slab floor, membrane roof, and masonry partitions. Built in
approximately 1973, the plant was built with two (2) large boilers and three (3) chillers that provide hot and cold water centrally for heating and
cooling to the four (4) original buildings constructed as a project, including Madison Hall, Taft Hall, Wolverton Library and the Community
Center. The plant was built for future expansion and, in 1974, Truman Hall and the Papiano Gym were added to the system. Over the years, a
mezzanine level was added to the interior space for storage of the HVAC system parts and filters to be used throughout the campus. In 2009 a
campus-wide evaluation was done rendering the central plant method no longer efficient, resulting in recommendations to remove buildings
from the system. From 2009 to 2017, all buildings have been removed as part of various HVAC projects and the Papiano Gym is the last to
remain. It is recommended that the gym removal be completed as soon as funds are available to achieve maximum efficiency and renovate the
building to provide needed storage. Further assessment of the building infrastructure is recommended.
Gross SF:

6,389

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•

New Boilers to serve Papiano Gym.

Projects Proposed:
•
•

Demolition: Remove all hazardous materials, pipe insulation, etc. and
abandoned boilers and chiller equipment and accessories. Prepare building
for future renovation.
Renovations: Complete renovation for new use to include general
construction, Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical construction.
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Regional Emergency Training Center
Camden County College acquired the Camden County Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC) in 2011, as another move toward centralizing
shared services with the county affiliate agencies. The RETC is located on 31 acres in the Lakeland Section of Gloucester Township. Two
structures and a fire training ground make up the developed part of the property. The main building is a conference center that houses
classroom space, an auditorium and support staff offices. Attached to the main building is a fire training garage facility. A second smaller
building on the property is the location of the College’s police academy consisting of four classrooms and support staff offices. The fire training
grounds make up the remainder of the developed RETC property. This consists of various training and storage buildings, all of which contain the
equipment and operational training facilities instrumental to the basic and continuing education of all county emergency services personnel.
The RETC was already a premier training site for county fire, police and emergency medical personnel. When the College accepted management
of the County Police Academy earlier in 2011, it was a natural fit for the College to continue the centralization of the education and training
needs for the county’s emergency services personnel. To further enhance this effort and centralization concept, the College relocated its
continuing education offices to the RETC, thereby creating a true one-stop operation for all continuing education needs in the County.
Regional Emergency Training Center
Gross SF:

36,887

 Annex/Police Academy
 Pole Barn (Fire Training
& Service Garage)
 Command Tower
 Burn Building
 Maintenance Shed
 Smoke House
 Concrete Burn Testing Structure

•

7,071 GSF
4,453 GSF
1,451 GSF
4,306 GSF
1,566 GSF
2,490 GSF
576 GSF

RETC was built in 2009. One story poured concrete slab,
masonry cinderblock with brick veneer structure, truss
gable with fiberglass shingle roof, flat roof over
auditorium, sheet rock and metal stud walls. Contains
administrative offices, conference room, classrooms,
kitchen and cafeteria lobby, auditorium, training room, and
men and women locker rooms.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annex/Police Academy was built in 1989 and renovated in 2011. One story poured concrete slab, masonry cinderblock with brick veneer
structure. The roof is half flat build up asphalt and the other half is gabbled with fiberglass shingles. It has administrative offices, small
kitchen and classrooms.
Command Tower was built in 2003. One story poured concrete slab, masonry with brick veneer, double insulated windows, and membrane
rubber roof.
Burn Building was built in 2003. Two-three stories poured concrete slab, exterior walls poured concrete with brick veneer, openings exist
but not windows, roof is poured concrete.
Maintenance Shed was built 1996. One story poured concrete slab, cinderblock construction with a gabbled roof and fiberglass shingles.
Concrete Burn Testing Structure was built in 2010. One story poured concrete slab, poured concrete walls and open roof.
Smoke House was built in 1996. Three stories poured concrete slab, masonry building, does not contain heat, plumbing or electric.
Pole Barn Building ((Fire Training & Service Garage) houses the fire trucks.
Automotive Service Garage was built in 1996. One story poured concrete slab, steel frame, insulated metal sandwich panels, with a raised
seam metal roof.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•

Emergency & Disaster Management
Fire Science Technology
Fire Science Administration
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Camden City Campus
The Camden Campus is located in the University District of the City of Camden. This is an urban area experiencing an exciting revitalization,
driven almost entirely by the development and expansion of three educational institutions: 1) Rutgers University; 2) Rowan University; and 3)
Camden County College as well as the expansion of medical facilities spearheaded by Cooper Hospital. The Camden County College Camden
Campus consists of two multi-story buildings requiring significant improvements that are necessary for long-term use in order to continue to serve the
various academic programs. The following is a summarized evaluation of College Hall & CTC buildings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The absence of sufficient electrical and technological infrastructure prevents installation of integrated video projection equipment and allclass Internet communications.
The quality of classroom resources suffers as a result of the presence of cosmetic deficiencies (outdated ceilings, outdated and
discolored lighting, need for new paint, etc.).
Many of the campus facilities are still furnished with obsolete instructional equipment. Limited space causes overuse of instructional
space and facilities causing premature wear and tear that requires more frequent maintenance.
Substantial deferred maintenance needs especially in environmental control equipment (HVAC) substantially reduces the comfort levels of
many spaces and limits the usability of certain spaces.
Additional computer labs and computer instructional facilities are needed to meet current demand.
College Hall has limited space for faculty offices and student/faculty or student/student interaction areas. With increased educational
emphasis on collaborative and interdisciplinary efforts, it is important to have a variety of spaces to support small group interaction.
There is a growing trend toward larger classrooms in the County College educational environment. The College has drifted away from this
concept and new space should be developed to be more modular in design to permit for expansion and contraction of educational space as
needed.
The growth of literacy training is limited substantially by the comparative lack of dedicated training facilities and the extreme difficulty of
coordinating scheduling of the same spaces over time for both for-credit and literacy training programs.
College Hall and CTC space for storage in these facilities is very limited for custodial and maintenance supplies.
The College Hall building does not have an emergency generator. The emergency lights and exit signs are battery back-up supported for egress
purposes, should there be a power outage. A new generator is needed so College operations can continue even with a loss of power to the
campus.
The building emergency generator has limited power and should be replace to provide full building power for lighting and HVAC equipment so
that College operations could continue even with a loss of power to the campus.
The building water supply is inefficient with regards to quality and pressure. The College frequently closes due to lack of sufficient water
pressure supplied by the utility company. A new domestic water circulator pumps, water filtration system and water storage tank is needed.
Garage Maintenance and Repairs needed to avoid future more extensive repairs.
Parking Lot and site repairs.
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College Hall – Camden City Campus
Located at the intersection of Broadway and Cooper Streets in the city of Camden the building was built in 1991 and is a five story precast
concrete structure with a brick façade and a hot rolled roof. Interior sheet rock and metal stud walls. The building contains classrooms, staff and
faculty offices, science labs, computer labs, student lounge, lunchroom, multipurpose room and testing lab.
Gross SF:

50,178

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addiction Counseling
Health Information Technology
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Management
Multi-Skilled Technician Certificate of Achievement

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•
•
•
•
•

Main Electrical Service Transformer Relocation
LED Lighting – On going replacement for building interior.
Smart rooms for every room (currently we have seven smart rooms)
New bathroom stalls – 5 floor men’s room and ladies rooms
New HVAC Units
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Camden Technology Center & Parking Garage
Eight stories, the building exterior walls are made of 320 pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete sections, sheetrock and metal stud walls. Built in
2004. The first floor contains a University District bookstore of approximately 13,500 square feet. The second floor contains approximately
37,300 square feet of offices, classrooms, computer labs, conference rooms, and E-village and security/concierge desk. The upper six floors
comprise a parking garage capable of handling approximately 620 automobiles.
Conference Center is a one story building Built in 2007, which contains a lobby, auditorium, banquet room, full kitchen and manager office.
Gross SF:

343,368
st

nd

 CTC (1 & 2 Floors)
 Parking Garage
 Conference Center

64,586 GSF
271,102 GSF
7,680 GSF

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Audio Production
Computer Information Systems
Computer Science
Criminal Justice
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Management
Marketing
Music Recording

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
•
•

Parking Garage Repairs and Improvements
HVAC and Chiller Replacement Project

Projects Proposed:
•
•

Phase 2 Parking Garage Repairs and Improvements
Needs new carpet and/or tile for the offices in CTC 207,209,211 and Village(202)
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William G. Rohrer Center
The William G. Rohrer Center is located at the intersection of NJ Highway Route 70 East and Springdale Road in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
It is a two-story poured concrete pad, reinforced concrete structure, with a firestone rubber roof, sheetrock and metal stud walls. Built in 2000.
Gross SF:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:

31,000 (Approx.)
Lobby, administrative offices, faculty offices, Cyber Café, campus bookstore, conference room, computer labs and lecture halls.
E-Library and computer labs.

The Rohrer Center is a single building located in a suburban
environment, Cherry Hill Township, at the heavily travelled
intersection of Springdale Road and Rte. 70. The two-story facility
contains 12 classrooms, conference space, bookstore, cyber-café,
library and administrative space. The additional location supports a
growing selection of curriculum offerings to better serve the Cherry
Hill and northeastern Camden County area. The limited number of
classrooms along with a growing call for additional College courses
has created a need for the construction of an addition to the Rohrer
Center. Essentially, the Center remains as constructed in 2000 with
the exception of expanded computer and science labs to meet the
changing needs of the community.
The Center was designed and built with the future plan of doubling
the initial space with a second building or substantial addition.
Without completing this plan, the space is limited and prevents the
site from reaching its ultimate potential as a significant instructional
facility of higher education in the northeast neighborhoods of Camden County.
The lack of faculty offices and student/faculty or
student/student interaction areas reduces the feeling of a collegiate setting. The following is a summarized evaluation of the Rohrer Campus:
•
•

There is a growing trend toward larger classrooms in the County College educational environment. The College has drifted away from this
concept and new space should be developed to be more modular in design to permit for expansion and contraction of educational space as
needed.
Continuing education occupational skills training, as well as credit programs, are limited substantially by the comparative lack of dedicated
facilities and the extreme difficulty of coordinating scheduling the same spaces over time for both for-credit and continuing education
programs.
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•

This building does have an emergency generator that only provides limited power for the requisite number of lights for egress purposes,
should there be a power outage. The existing generator was installed during the original building construction; however, it is strongly
recommended that a new generator be purchased that not only provides emergency lighting, but potentially full building power for lighting
and HVAC equipment so that College operations could continue even with a loss of power to the campus.

Academic Associate Degree Programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Computer Science
Health Information Technology
Hospitality Technology
Human Services
Liberal Arts and Science
Management
Marketing

Projects On Going or Recently Completed:
Projects Proposed:
•
•

Science and Biology classroom conversion.
Additional instructional space, computer labs and computer instructional facilities are needed to meet potential demand.
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Future Master Plan Goals
Completed
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement to signage, landscaping, classroom space and facilities were made at all three campuses.
Significant renovations were made to several building on campus including the newly redesigned Taft Hall which boasts a state of the art,
one stop service center for the students of Camden County College, completion of the Kevin G. Halpern Hall for Science and Health
Education, expanded bookstore, and new greenhouse.
Several lab spaces have been renovated including the Vet Tech, Math, and Simulation Labs.
Partnership with Rutgers yielding additional classroom space in Camden.
Increased surveillance capabilities and updated the emergency operations manual and the emergency communication system, Cougar Call.

Proposed

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and construct new spaces for teaching and learning that are technology-rich and flexible for the needs of current and future students.
Create outdoor and indoor spaces for the College community to connect academically and socially and engage with each other in both
formal and informal settings.
Appropriately balance initial capital costs with later maintenance costs in the design, construction, and renovation of buildings, roads, and
other amenities.
Continuously refine and update the facilities Master Plan for all three campuses as a framework to guide the College’s future renovation and
development.
Consistent with the Master Plan, develop the campus’ athletic and recreational programs to fiscally support new and expanded athletic
facilities that are not part of the Blackwood campus capital initiative.
Pursue opportunities for Open Space including:









Mixed-use commercial and multi-family housing.
Duplex housing used as a transition from apartments to single-family housing.
Single-family housing is situated near the existing wetland and creek to the east.
A conference center within the residential village for the community use.
Age-restricted residential development.
Athletic Areas / Athletic Village - The athletic Village Perimeter Plan highlights future athletic and recreational opportunities. Develop
recommendations for future buildings and grounds improvements that will support the current and future Academic & Athletic program
needs of CCC.
These facilities include several soccer fields, a track and field, softball and baseball diamonds, tennis courts and athletic recreation
center. The sports and recreational perimeter plan focuses on the development of a sports center to serve both the College and the
community.
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Other Potential Requirements:
Career Center – Resource for students and community that provides help with resume writing mock interviews etc. for designing and delivering
comprehensive, innovative, and inclusive career and employment services.
Media Center – Create a space that contains and encourages the use of audiovisual media and associated equipment as well as books,
periodicals, and the like.
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Camden Campus

Blackwood Campus
Building
Otto R. Mauke Community Center
Connector Building - Civic Hall, Atrium
Madison Hall
Taft Hall
Gabriel E. Danch CIM Center
The New Roosevelt Hall
Polk Hall (Formerl y La s er)
Kevin G. Halpern Hall for Science & Health Education
Washington Hall
Papiano Gymnasium
Library/Learning Resources Center
Truman Hall
Lincoln Hall - Dennis Flyer Memorial Theater
Jefferson Hall
Child Care Center
Facilities
Adams Hall
Trailers A, B & C (next to Ada ms Ha l l )
Facility Storage (Formerl y Ani ma l Sci ence Bui l di ng)
Central Power Plant

S.F.
51,414
31,748
50,508
44,880
72,359
36,000
10,613
114,128
13,702
41,227
53,567
32,990
42,500
14,242
4,649
11,213
9,674
5,880
2,831
6,369

Building
College Hall - Camden City Campus
Camden Garage/Technology Center
Camden Conference Center

S.F.
50,718
271,102
7,680

William G. Rohrer Center
Building
William G. Rohrer Center

S.F.
31,000

Regional Emergency Training Center (RETC)
Building
Regional Emergency Training Center
Annex/Police Academy
Pole Barn (Fire Training & Service Garage)
Command Tower
Burn Building
Maintenance Shed
Smoke House
Concrete Burn Testing Structure

S.F.
36,887
7,071
4,453
1,451
4,306
1,566
2,490
576

CAMPUS SQUARE FOOTAGE
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MONITOR THE SUCCESS OF THE CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
The campus Master Plan is an integrated document that identifies the inter-related natural, built and social environments that will support
Camden County College’s mission. Times change and so will academic and administration goals. The Master Plan should be checked periodically
with regards to such changes and against development that has occurred under the plan, to ensure it remains a living document, responsive and
relevant to Camden County College’s needs.
Active integration of the Master Plan with the Strategic Plan, Academic Plan and Capital Plan will require close cooperation between Faculties
Services, Financial Administration Office. There are many administrative and financial challenges that the College will need to overcome to
successfully implement the Master Plan. This will include financial models that rely upon individual capital projects for both maintenance and
new construction.
The College’s planning office, should prepare semiannual reports to the Board of Trustees indicating the progress in meeting the Master Plan
objectives, and new goals to the plan as appropriate and update the elements as needed. Reviews and updates of the Campus Master Plan
should occur periodically to ensure that it continues to be an effective guide, responsive to changing conditions.
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